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PRECEDING _ _ _
ANALYSIS OF EST_FATION ALCORITIglS
FOR clYrI AND CAS bPPLICATIONS
Tsuyoahi Goka
Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc.
Mountain View, California 94043
stn_t_R¥
The objectives of this project were to analyze and/or to develop
estimation algorithms for Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI)
and Collision Avoidance System (CAS) applications. The algorithms are
based on actual or projected operational and performance characteristics
of an Enhanced TCAS II traffic sensor developed by Bendix and the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration.
Three algorithms are examined and discussed. These are horizontal
x and y, range and altitude estimation althorithms. Raw estimation er-
rors are quantified using Monte Carlo simulations developed for each
application; the r_v errors are then u_ed to infer impacts on the CDTI
and CAS applications. Applications of smoothing algorithms to CDTI pro-
blems _re also discussed brlefly.
Conclusions are summarized based on the a_alysis of simulation
results.
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IINTRODUCTIOI_
NASA Langley Research Center is pursuing a research effort con-
cerning the Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI) concept [1].
The CDTI is a device which presents information to the pilot and crew
depicting the status of surrounding traffic including position and
velocity states. The traffic information is provided by a "traffic
sensor." Most promising candidate uensors are FAA developed Traffic
Alert and Collision Avoidance Systems (TCAS).
TCAS is strictly an airborne system which provides the aircraft
separation protection information independent of the ground ATC aye-
ten. The FAA plans call for developing two types of TCAS--TCAS I and
TCAS II. Within each category, a certain latitude in capability is
allowed to satisfy a wide spectrum of user requir_en_s. The enhanced
TCAS II which is capable of obtaining relative bearing measurements
may be able to support CDTI applications. There are two designs in
_his enhanced TCAS II category. One design developed by MIT/Dalmo
Victor is based on the so-called active B,:acon Collision Avoidance
System (BCAS). The other developed by Bendix is based on the so-
called full BCAS concept. The former unit is being_tested in actual
commzrcial flight operation environments; and the other is undergoing
an extensive flight test with the prototype system.
The current effort is a part of parallel efforts consisting of:
(a) Development of a realistic enhanced TCAS II simulation
model, and;
(b) Analysis of the TCAS estimation algorithms for the CDTI
and CAS applications.
The companion report, "Enhanced TCAS I!/CDTI Traffic Sensor Vlgltal
Simulation Model and Program Description [2], contains a detailed dis-
cussion of the Bendix designed system. A shorter version of TCAS II
description is given in Appendix A.
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The objectives of the current effort are to analyze and/or develop
estimation algortt_s for CDTI and possibly for Collision Avoidance
System (CAS) logic applications based on actual or projected operational
and performance characteristics. For purposes of estimation three coordinate
axes are considered separately. These are x and y, range and altitude.
Within _hese axes, variations in signal configurations, signal sources
or algortt_n implementation items are examined.
The following procedure is used to compare and analyze the esti-
matlon algorithms. The raw estimation errors are quantified using Monte
Carlo slmulatlon method. The raw error data are then used to Infer im-
pacts on the CDTI and CAS applicatlons. For example, altltude and altl-
tude ra__e estimation errors per se do not mean much; however, If these
are factored Into the projected altltude error, then the latter would have
a great significance in terms of safe altltude separation threshold of CAS
logic.
In Chapter If, basic performance of horizontal x-y fllter algorithms
are discussed. The basic question In thls chapter Is how and what kinds
of other slgnals (in addition to the relative range and bearing measure-
ments) are best utlllzed to provide better estlmates in horizontal x-y
axes. This is motivated by the fact that the dynamic lag due to maneuvers
by Own or target aircraft induces large and sustained errors in position
and velocity estimates. These errors can be compensated by utilizing
maneuver parameters (such as heading angles) in estimation algorithm. This
assumes that the target data are made available via the Mode S data link
capability. Also, the questions of filter gains determination are ad-
dressed. The filter gains depend on many operational factors; thus, it
is not . trivial matter. These questions are probed by means of error
statistics generated by Monte Carlo simulation program.
In Chapter III, range and range rate estimates are obta/ned in
several ways. Raw error statistics for each are obtained by Monte Carlo
method using "realistic" encounter scenarios. These are, In turn,
compared and analyzed in terms of accuracy.
In Chapter IV, an altitude tracker algori_l_ is developed and
presented. The altitude axis poses a special estimation challenge in that
the target altitude measurements are quantized to the nearest 100 ft.
This causes a certain observability problem. The algorit_n is ba6ed on
the level switching time detection concept. The performance anal_-_is are
carried out by comparing the estimation errors with those of a non-quantized
alpha-beta tracker. The latter represents the best possible without aiding
the estimation algorithm with external signals.
In Chapter V, the raw error statistics (obtained in the previous
three chapters) are analyzed from the user's view-point, i.e., from the
CDTI and CAS logic application aspects. These would provide relative and
absolute merits of particular estimation algorithms with respect to the
design requirements. Also, a short discussion of smoothing (rather than
estimation) algorithms are given with respect to CDTI applications.
Appendices A through D provide peripheral but important information
which are directly related to this effort.
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II
HORIZONTAL X-Y FILTERS
Filter Confd_uratlon
In the context of an airborne CDTI sensor based on the proposed
enhanced TCAS II, the relative position of an intruder aircraft is obtained
in range and bearing axes. _'he verticle axis is provided by an encoding
altimeter (either above MSL or AGL). The range and bearing measurements
are taken with respect to a cylh,_%cs] coordlnat_ system attached to Own
fuselage; therefore, the coordinate system is itself subject to transla-
tlonal and rotatlonal motions as Own aircraft undergoes maneuvers.
The sensor is designed to account for Own's orientation effect by
means of software compensation utilizing onboard INS generated attitude
angles. (A brief description of the sensor surveillance and operational
characteristics is given in Appendix A.) For filter analysis purposes,
point-mass kinematics are assuned for bosh Own and Target aircraft. That
is, that the effect of Own's orientation angles is assumed to be negligible.
This may be justified by the fact that (a) an INS provides accurate orienta-
tion, and (b) low frequency bias e_rors do not affect velocity estimates.
If the altitudes are ignored, the reletive horizontal measurements (range
and bearing) are given by
rm = [_x 2 + Ay 2] ½+
r ' (I)
bm = tan-l(Ay/_x) + _b '
where _r and _b are measurement errors.
For the purpose of designing estimation algorithms, a model is needed
to describe the relatlve kinematics. Now, the magnitude of purely longl-
tudinal acceleration, (i.e., along the velocity vector) is small - usually
less than 2 - 3 kt/sec for commercial operation. Thus, the longitudinal
acceleration effect (approximately 2.5 ft in position change at 3 kt/sec)
is masked by somewhat large measurement errors (ranging error of I00 feet),
However, the acceleration due to a turn is not so trivial.
A 1/2 g acceleration corresponding to the bank angle of 25 deg is not
uncommon for comerclal operation. A suitable kinematic model is obtained
by assuming that aircraft follow a series of straight line or circular arc
segments. If position and velocity vectors, p and v, are defined with
respect to an earth fixed rectangular coordinate system, then each aircraft
is described by an equation of the form
:Lvl a i
where
Pi = ' vi = ' Oi =
LYi i 0
, and I =
The turn rate, _i is a piece-wlse constant time function. By sub-
tracting, the relative kinematic equation for two aircraft can be expressed
as d[pl[:Ipl[°IAv Av Aa (3)
where Aa is the relative acceleration given by
Aa = _TVT - _0v0 = _T Av + (_T - _O)Vo " (4)
Obviously when both aircraft are non-acceleratlng (straight line flight),
then Aa = 0, or Av = constant.
Equations (I) and (3) form the basis for designing horizontal x-y
filters to estimate position and velocity. In the following sections
several filter algorithms are derived and discussed. The configuration
differences are based on different signals available to aid the relative
position measurement. These include:
6
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(i)
(2)
(3)
no additional measurements are available;
Own body rates are available; and
Own and Target body rates are ava41able.
In cases (2) and (3) it is assumed that Own or Target acceleration
can be derived to compensate for the unknown acceleration components. In
case (3), availability of suitable avionics and an air-to-air communication
link is assumed. Because a Mode S transponder is an integral element of a
TCAS, it is only necessary to establish a digital data link between an onboard
sensor such as an INS or a navigation computer to the so-call_d Standard
Message Interface port of the Mode S transponder. It is noted that the
Own signal compensation is relatively easy in the sense that a digital
data interface between an INS and TCAS is in place. Cross-feed signals
include the three Euler angles _, 8 and _ and the ground speed, VC-
acceleration can be generated easily from these available signals.
Non-Aided Filter Confi_uration In the absence of any acceleration
indication, there are essentially two approaches for designing estimatio'_
algorithms. One is simply to ignore the acceleration input. The other
is to estimate the unknown acceleration. The second approach is genermlly
very difficult. Reference [3,4 ] discusses several methods applied to a
simpler problem of tracking maneuvering aircraft using a ground based
Mode S sensor. Compared to the previous ground based study, there are major
differences in TCAS surveillance functions :
(1) ground-based versus aircraft based ;
(2) sampling period of 4-5 sec vs I-8 sec; and,
(3) bearing error of 0.04 deg vs 1-2 deg.
The most crucial airborne disadvantage is the bearing error which is
25-50 times larger in magnitude. The llnear equivalance is 65 ft compared
to 1600-3200 ft at a range of 15 ,_t. Therefore, attempting to estimate
unknown acceleration in the given noise environment is not realistic. Thus,
the first approach is now studied further.
7
If the acceleration is assumed to be zero, then Eq
dl p}.[:i}d-t Av 0 AV
(3) reduced to
(5)
By discretizing over one sample time interval, At, and by writing
the x component equation (y equation is identical), them it follows
":1 "t] ] •
A xJ n+l I L Ax n
The pesudo measurement equations are
Ax_ = r m cosb m = Ax n + _x ,
n n
m slnb m _ + _y .Ay = rn n AYn
(7)
Using Eqs. (6) and (7), the standard filter algorithm is given by
position prediction:
measurement error:
Ax + = Ax + At "
n AXn ;
A_ = Ax:+ I - Ax + ; and (8)
estimate update:
^
_x= _++_l -_
t _ .AX
Ax " Ax + gx2
where gxl and gx2 are filter gains. Note that Eq. (8) would represent an
optimal filter if Own and Target aircraft are not maneuvering. Choosing
proper filter gains is more of an art than a science. There are many
factors involved such as noise variance reduction, dynamic error minimiza-
tion, computational ease, and so on. This is discussed in a later section.
Own Signal-Aided Filter Confi_uratlon When the Own acceleration
signal is available, at least half of the acceleratlon term in the dynamic
equation can be compensated. Thus, after proper discretiaatlon, the model
equation equivalent to (6) is given by
8
!i
i
i
(9)
o.
where Xo, n is the estimated acceleration from Own onboard signals.
Taking advantage of an inertial grade INS, differential ground velocity,
6v x can be used.
A
^ $ t ..
6Vx, n - Xo, n - XO,n_ 1 -" At • Xo, n .
The estimation algorithm is given by
^
state prediction: Ax + " Ax n + At . Ax n - (At/2) 6Vx, n
^
+ - - ;
n x,n
(IO)
m
measurement error: Ax - AXn+ I - Ax + ; and (Ii)
estimate update: Ax
n+l " AX_+l + gxl " Ax
' " +AXn+ I
where gxl and gx2 are again the filter gains. As expected, this filter
configuration would be ideally suited if the Target aircraft does not
accelerate. Also, an intuitive expectation that this filter would be
"twice as good" as the previous configuration because it compensates
for at least one half of the problem causes is not correct. Even though
this is true most of the time, it is apparent from Eqs (3) and (4) that
if the relative acceleration Aa = 0 even though a 0 and a T are large, then
the Non-Aided Configuration would outperform the Own-Aided Configuration.
Own and Target Si_nal-Aided Filter Configuration When Own and Target
signals are both available, then most of the unknowns in the system dis-
appear. For the purpose of al$orithm design, It is assumed that the
Target cross-links its groux,d speed VGT and heading _ as part of Its
Mode S surveillance reply message. (If the Target is equipped with an
enhanced TCAS II, then these signals are available per specification, i.e.,
no hardware modification is necessary.) Under these assumptions, Target
differential ground velocity can be computed as
8VTx,n = VGT,n cos(ST,n) - VGT,n_l cos(¢T,n_l) ffi At . XTn ,
(12)
" VGT,n sln(¢T, n) - VCT,n_ 1 sln(_T,n_1_ = At YTn
It Is noted that the sampling time for Own slgnals and that of Target
slgnals may not be the same, i.e., they are not synchronous. Target data
are available only when the Interrogatlon/reply cycle is complete, which
may take from i to 8 sec; Own signals are avallable at the TCAS basic
cycle time of 1 sec. For example, Target data may be avallable every 4
sec compared to Own data available every 1 sec. This implles that special
care is needed in processing Own inertLsl data.
Zf the computed acceleratlon terms are incorporated, the discrete
system equation becomes
= 6v - 8v
n+l 1 _x n 1
The corresponding estimation algorithm is given by
Ax+ = +At . + (At/z)
n n
state predictS-on :
^ ^
Ax + = Ax n + 8VTx,n - 6V0x,n ,
measurement error: Ax - Axe1 - Ax+ ; and (14)
estimate update: AXn+ 1 = Ax: + gxl Ax ,
t = Ax+ + Ax
AXn+l n gx2 '
where gxl and gx2 are filter gains.
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As far as the estimation algorithms are concerned, there are very
small computational differences. The essentlal difference is in computing
the predicted state; the rest is identical. The real computatlonal loads
for the aided configurations lle in pre-processln8 and keeping track (time-
and book-keeplns) of Own and Target inertial slgnals. These seem rather
trlvi_1 compared to other more compllcsted processing performed in other
TCAS modules.
F11ter Gain Generation
Once the configuration is chosen, the filter gains need to be specified
in order to implement the algorithm. In this section, three methods of sel-
ecting the galn values are discussed. These are (a) fixed aB tracker gain;
(b) Kalman filter gain, and (c) table-look-up gain. These methods are ana-
lysed for each of the three configurations.
Method (a) would be simplest from the computational point of view. The
fixed gain configuration would have a major disadvantage: the fixed filter
gains imply the noise reduction ratio remains the same. 1_us, the "roughness"
of the estimate would be proportional to the "roughness" (or noise magnitude)
of the input signal. As is well-known, the noise variance of the pseudo x or
y measurement is affected by the so-called range effect due to the basic
radar coordinate system. Thus, the input variance would be proportional to
range; hence, the estimate error variances would be proportional to range.
Method (b) would be most suitable in terms of best performance in the
sense that gains are automatically adjusted according to input noise variance.
This feature would "desensitize" the range effect problem encountered by the
first method. The price for the added performance 8aln is addltlonal compu-
tatlonal load.
Method (c) tries to strike a mld-polnt in performance and in computa-
tional load. Very briefly, the fllter time constant (approxlmately the
reclprocal of the filter bandwidth) parameter is stored in a two-parameter
look-up-table of the sampllng period and measurement noise standard devlJ-
11
tion level. The t_e constant is used to compute position and velocity feed-
back gains, For convenience, important equations are repeated in Table 1,
A few points need to be noted. The estimated acceleration, a in
n
Eq (15) is 0 for non-aided configuration; Own estimated acceleration,
-aon for Own-aided configuration; or aTn - aon for Own-and-Target-aided
configuration. The mod_1 dynamics and state prediction Eqs (15) and (17)
are identical; therefore, the modeling error is dominated by the accelera-
tlon error,
^
an = a n - a n . (21)
As pointed out previously, the pseudo measurement errors _xn (and _yu ) in
Eq (16) would have the covariance matrix
"- " LO y oy2j (:,2>
I 2 r 2 1
cos2b Or2 + r2sin2b Ob2 cosb sinb o r - Ob2
2 + r 2 cos2b Oh2Lcosb sinb (or2 - r2ob2) sin2b o r
Here oz and ob are range and bearing error standard deviations. Note that
the off-diagonal term is generally non-zero.
Hethod (a) - Fixed Cains This is the method used to obtain the _ and
8 tracker gains in the current TCAS design. Therefore, the method is directed
toward the non-aided configuration; however, the design procedure can be
applied to other configurations. The following discussion follows Ref. [5]
very closely. The basic idea is to compute the error due to measurement
error and the error due to acceleration error. If these errors are com-
bined statistically in a correct way, then we can optimize the gain values
to minimize the total error.
(i) Error due to measurement error only
12
Table I. Summary of Estimation Equations
*'4
Dynamic Eqn.
Measurement Eqn.
State Prediction
s-4
4J
Measurement
Error
State Update
Estimation Error
.... At "Ax . I At Ax /2
Ax n+l 0 1 &x n At
8
xtn
Ax m = rmcosb m -- Ax +
n n n x,n
m m m
= r slnb n +AYn -" AYn y,n
-Ax _ +
i
L_.
!- - " "At 2'1 At; ix 12'
_0 i [_Ax n . At.,
ax, n*
A'x = Ax m - Ax +
n
"A_x"
L 'x.n+l 3/,,t
"Ax _ +
= +
"L..1 -Blot 1-B j &.
"1" r o. -
x, n+l
+
" m**
I (l__)At2/2 l
.(2-8)At/2
15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
i
x_n
=a
Ax =
n
A
0 (Non-aided) ; = -aox,n (Own-aided) ; and
_x,n - &Ox,n (Own and Tarset-alded)
A_ - Ax ; Ax _ Ax - Ax
A
a - a
xn xn
(state estimation error)
(acceleration model error)
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If the acceleration error, an in Eq (21) is set to zero, and we solve
for the steady-state error covariance using th_ standard linear covariance
2
propagation formula (assuming o x is stationary), then the following re-
lationships are obtained:
o ~2
X
a :2
x
2(x + B(2-3a) 1 ax20,(4-8-2(x)
At 2 a(4-8-2a) x
(23)
These two formulas express the estimation errors in terms of input error
variance, sampling period and the filter gains.
(ii) Error due to acceleration model error.
Now, set the input noise to zero. Then, Eq (21) expresses the esti-
mation errors due only to the acceleration error. Since the nature of this
error is low frequency, we can compute "worst" type error due to "worst"
possible acceleration error. By solving for the steady state error, given aM
as the maximum model error, the following relatlonships are obtained :
Xss = (At)2 l-a
_t 2a-8 -
ass = _- _ aM
(24)
These two formulas express the steady state errors in terms of maximum
, acceleratlon uncertainty, sampling period and the filter gains.
(ill) Total Errors
A natural way to comblue the statistical errors of Eq (23) and the
deterministic errors of Eq (24) is to take the root mean square. The
individual errors can be interpreted as Eq (24) being the mean error
and Eq (23) being the variance about the _ean. Thus
14
i L °x
I 1/2
+ ( t)4 . 2/
62 a M J
" I,A 262 2 (At)2 (2a-6)2 - 2] 1/2Xrms " _2 a(4-eo2a) °x + 84 82 a.
(25)
Formulas (25) express the to:al estimation errors in terms of measurement
noise m_ _nltude (Ox) , maximum acceleratlon uncertainty (_)D the sampling
period (At) and the filter gains (a and B). Therefore, given sultable
numbers for Ox, aM and At, the best u and 6 can be obtained which minimizes
the rms errors. In Ref. [ 5 ], this was done by uslng ax ffi825 ft, and
aM = 0.5g = 16.1 fps 2 for At - I .,...,8 sec. Table 2 shows the "optimum"
gains.
Table 2. Optimum Gains for Non-Aided Configuration
et (sec)
ct
B/_t
-1
sec
¢_ (fps)
Xss (ft)
Xss (fps)
1
0.25
0.066
406
83.1
183
£ (ft) 445
rms
Xrm s (fps) 98.5
2
0.37
0.0875
506
95.5
232
70.2
557
118.5
0.465
0.I
570
102.8
258
50.7
626
4
0.53
615
109.0
281
47.0
676
5
0.58
0.113
650
114 _8
299
42.4
716
6
0.62
0.114
676
117.4
322
39.1
749
7 8
0.645 0.665
0.124 0.114
713 719
I
132.4 122.7
323 379
27.6
783 813
29.7
114.6 118.7 122.4 123.8 ]35.2 126.2
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The value of o - 825 ft was chosen, because this number has been "traditionally"
x
important in the airborne based co11_s£on avoidance concept [6 ]. The maximum
acceleration i M = 0.5g was selected based on the maximum appearing in the so-
called HITRE's FAA basic model _7 ]. Some comments are needed.
A o of 825 ft implies that the target range is 7.8 nmi if bearing error
x
is I deg and 3.9 nmi if 2 deg. Beyond these ranges, the actual linear error
would be larger (e.g., at 10 nml range and 2 deg bearing error, Ox = 2100 ft).
Within these ranges the linear error would be smaller (e.g., at 2 nml range
and ldeg bearing error, ox = 210 ft). Therefore, the range effect needs to
be accounted for.
In the steady state error derivation, it was assumed that the maximum
acceleration was maintained indefinitely. This assumption represents the
worst possible case. From Table 2 it is clear that the position and velocity
errors are dominated by the measurement noise magnitude but not by the
dynamic error. This seems to indicate that the gain values could be made
a little lower at this measurement error level. However, it should be noted
that the above gains were derived with Own being stationary. Thus, if Own
aircraft is also conducting a turning maneuver, the acceleration uncertainty
could be larger.
Similar analysis may be pursued for other configurations. But it
would be more effective to proceed to the other two gain selection methods.
Method (b) - Kalman Filter Gains One of the major disadvantages of
a fixed gain filter in a radar environment is that the range effect is not
automatically accounted for. That is, "optimized" gains at the error level of
ox - 825 ft (range of 3.9 nml at ob - 2 deg) is optimal at that point and
suboptimum everywhere else. This is the main motivation for utilizing gaL_s
based on the Kalman filter theory.
There are two difficulties with this approach which need to be discussed.
One is the treatment of acceleration uncertainty. The other is the coupling
problem of x and y axes due to non-zero covariance (Oxy # O) in the pseudo-
measurement errors. The latter problem can be significant to the extent that
the state covariance should be a 4 x 4 rather than two 2 x 2 matrix.
16
For the sake of saving computations, this statistical dependence is
ignored, and the filter gains are solved only fox decoupled axis_
The problem of unknown acceleration is not trivial. In the usual
application, the process noise magnitude is varied to "tune" the Kalman
filter. Therefore, the unknown acceleration is assumed to be a white noise
process, and the magnitude is varied so that the gains yield a satisfactory
filter performance. For the purpose of obtaining the Kalma_ filter equation,
the acceleration input in Eq (15) is assumed to be a zero-mean white noise
process with standard deviation of oa. (Equation (17) needs to be modified
accordingly.) Furthermore, the measurement error is approximated by
2 2 2 2 2 2
o = r sin2b ob ; c = r cos2b o b (26)
x y
With these simplifying assumptions, the usual covariance equations for
line_, systems can be developed. For the two state filter, the equations
are particularly simple [ 8 ].
Covariance Predictlon (Propagatlon) :
+ (At3/3)Oa 2
Pl = Pl + 2At P2 + At2 P3 +
+ P2 + At P3 + (At2/2)°a2
P2 "
4 2
P3 * P3 + At oa
Gain Computation:
+ + 2)-1
a _ Pl (Pl + on x
2 _ 2)-18n/At = P2 (P + ax
(27)
(28)
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Covar £a.-,ce Update:
2
__ ,= a o
IP 1 n x
2 (29)
P2 = (Sn/At)ax
P3 = P'_ -(Bn/At)2 (P'_ + °x2)-i
The terms are defined as
2)Pl = E(_x ' P2 = E(A_X Ax) , and P3 = F'_x2) '
and (.)4 indicates the predicted value according to the usual linear
system propagation formula. Time reference is suppressed in the above;
however, if the equations are coded in the exact seouence appearing above,
then the recursive nature of algorithm is maintained. Furthermore, the
p;'s can be stored in the Pi'S locations.
The conclusion is clear. These computations are simple enough that
implementation in a micro-processor should be _traight forward. In an
actual implementation, some other considerations need to be made:
(l)
2 2
Equation (26) cannot be used to compute o x and Oy because
the true values of r and b a e not known. Instead they are
approximated by
2 _ (Aye) 2 Ob2 ; o 2 _ (Axe)20b2
° x y
(2) Variances are carried instead of standard deviations.
Thus, actual numerical values may be quite large. This
means that the so-called ro_.nd-off or over-flow problems
arising from a limited word size computer need to be addressed,
(3) Sometimes it is useful to limit the values of ox (Oy) between
s minimum and a maximum. This will prevent the gains from
becoming too high or too low.
18
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Table 3 shows the Kalman gains and estimation error standard deviations
depending on the input noise magnitude, o a. The measurement error magnitude
was 825 ft. When Table 3 is compared with Table 2, the general trend is
clearly the same; i.e., gains become larger as the sampling time becomes
longer. The proportional gain (a) seems to be very close (especially the
o a = 32 fps case); however, the Kalman velocity gain is at least 2 to 5
times smaller. This implies that using the Kalman filter algorithm to
determine the filter gains is not unreasonable, if the acceleration noise
magnitude was used to tune the performance.
Figure 1 shows the "steady state" Kalman gains as functions of range.
Along side the gains, the measurement and estimation error standard de-
viations are plotted. Figure 1 (a and b) corresponds to the bearing error
of 1 deg and i and 4 sec sampling periods. Figure I (c and d) corresponds
to the error magnitude of 2 deg at the same sampling periods. As can be
seen, the x error is propo:tional to range, whereas the corresponding estl-
marion error magnitude becomes large at the far range, the filter gains are
lowered proportionally to reduce the "total" error magnitude (balancing
the acceleration uncettalnty and the position uncertainty).
Method (c) - Table-look-up Gains This method is a compromise between
the last two methods. The first method is an optimizatlon based on a
numerical minimization procedure. The Kalman algorithm is more of an analy-
tical method. The art resides in choosing the input (acceleration) uncer-
tainty. Basically, the filter gain optimization depends on four parameters:
(I) filter time constant, _f ; (2) sampling period, At ; (3) measurement
error magnitude, ox ; and (4) acceleration input uncertainty, a . That is,
the estimation error is given by functions of the form
Xrm s = fl(_f, St, Ox, a x) ,
Xrm s = f2(?f, At, Ox, ax)
(30)
Thus, the objective is to minimize Xrm s (or Xrm s) with respect to the filter
time constant, _f, from which gains may be computed. The difficulty is that
fl (.) and f2(.) are not analytically tractable for a minimization procedure.
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_t (sec)
Q
Blot
-1
Table 3. Kalman Gains and Error Standard Deviations
o = 825 ft, a
x a
= 8 fpss
0.184
0.015
353
,,
2 3
, |
0.247 0.272
0.015 0.014
410 430
34.1 33.5
m,
0.326
0.016
471
5
0.372
0.017
503
0.414
0.018
531
0.451
0.019
554
i l
8
0.484
0.02
574
, •
O_ (fps) 36.6 34.4 35.0 35.6 36.0 36.3
, i
ox ffi825 ft, Oa ffi16 fpss
at (sec) 1 2 3 8
I
a 0.179 0.282 0.362 0.608
4'''
B/At 0.018 0.023 0.027 0.034
-1
8ec
o x (ft) 349 438 496 643
49.8 53.4 55.4 59.2
ox (fps)
4 5
0.427 0.482
0.029 0.031
539 573
56.7 57.6
6 7
0.53 0.572
0.033 0.034
[
601 624
58.3 58.8
o ffi 825 ft, o ffi 32 fpss
x a
At (see) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
=,
a 0.243 0.374 0.47 0.545 0.606 0.656 0.698 0.734
81_t
0.034 0.043 0.049 0.052 0.054 0.056 0.056 0.057
-1
8ec
ox (ft) 407 505 566 609 642 668 689 707
, = •
o_ (fps) 82.9 88.3 91.1 92.9 94.0 94.8 95.4 95.9
[
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I aand B are expressed by a single parameter. For this reason, we confine
I this analysis to the critically damped gain configuration. With this
_ I assuassumptlon, the gains are given by
" a = I - y2 ,l
| (31)
- i _ .2
I_ " (1 - y) .
Here, the parameter _ is related to the filter bandwidth _b (_ 1/Xb) by
the expression
y = exp (-mbA_)= exp (-AT/Xb) .
_rthermore, to account for the range effect, the position measurement
error is assumed to be
o x = r ob . (32)
If the expressions (31) and (32) are substituted into the rms error
Eqs (25), the following are obtained
fy4_t4 .2 (1- 7) (1+47 + 5T2,) r2ob21irm s = (l_y)4 a + (1+>)3
1/2
, F(l+3y) 2 At 2 -2 4(l-y) 3 1 2 21
x= s = L(I__>2 -_-a + -- r o b(l+y) 3 At 2 J
112
(33)
The above expressions can be optimized for ¥(or _b ) in terms of the sampling
period and range if proper values of _ and o b are given. The importance of
_t and _ is that they are fllter operating parameters, whereas _ and o b are
filter design paratneters.
Figures 2 a through 2c show the plots of Xb* (quantized to a nearest
second) in terms of o and At vhlch minimizes x . Figure 2a corresponds to the
X ruts
Non-alded configuration with _ = 16 fpss; Fig 2b correspondF to Own-
sided co.figuratlon vlth _ = 8 fpss; and Fig 2c corresponds to Own-and
23
Target-aided configuratinn with a - 2 fpss. When the acceleration uncer-
tainty is high, then _b* is short. When the measurement error is high,
*
Zb is lon&. When the _mplln& time is lonser, then so is _b" Depending
on the filter configuration, _b* can be selected and interpolated with a
simple two dimensional table-look-up procedure. It may be desirable to
tt_oothtt the time constant before computing the gain values. This will
prevent any occurrence of abrupt change in the filter gains.
It may turn out that this method may require as uuch computational
load as the Kalman filter algorithm Eqs (26) through (27) when it is real-
istically impleBented. In the next section, preliminary simulation rz-
suits based on Monte Carlo passes are presented for fixed and Kalman gain
filters. The results for method (c) fall somewhere in the middle of
these cases.
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Preliminary Monte Carlo Simulation Results
A Monte Carlo simulation was set up to compare and analyze the per-
formance of various estimation configurations. Because the impact of
dynamics due to turn maneuvers is the significant key to filter performance,
the various configurations are tested mostly during maneuver. Table 4
lists pertinent kinematic parameters for Own and Target aircraft. Appendix
B gives a detailed description of the aircraft dynamic model used through-
out the simulation study.
Table 4. Kinematic Parameters for Simulated Aircraft
Ground Speed
(kt)
_nkAngle
Own
200
Target
382
15 -15
(deg)
Turn Radius 2.2 7.2
(nmi)
Turn Rate 1.5 -0.85
(deg/sec)
Figure 3 shows the horizontal t_cJectories in an earth fixed coordinate
system. Figure 4 shows the relative position and velocity with respect to
an Ownship north reference system, i.e., the coordinate system is not ro-
tating as Own aircraft heading rotates. Figure 5 shows the time plot of
Own and Target headings and ground speeds. Both aircraft turn simultaneously
at t = 35 sec with bank commands of 15 deg (Own to the right, Target to the
left). The turns last 120 sec. Because both aircraft are pulling 0.3 g,
the relative acce]eration could be as high as 0.6 g (20 fpss).
OrlRinal aB Tracker Performance Figure 6 shows the statistical time
plots of position and velocity errors of the TCAS aB tracker at the samp-
ling periods of l, 4 and 8 seconds. The statistics are computed based on
sixty (60) Monte Carlo passes and shown as the mean, mean plus one sigma and
i
L
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Fi8ure 3. Own and Target HorizolJtal Trajectory
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Figure 4. Relative Position and Valoclty of Target.
with respect to O_m.
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203
__ mean minus one sigma, i.e., that approximately 60% of the errors would fall
I between the + sigma plots.
_[ Some observations are listed below.
| i) The range effect is clearly shown. As the target closes in range,
- | • tha errors get 5mallet; as the target flies away, the errors
" get larger. ,i
2) The mean position errors remain relatlvely small (within 250 it).
The dynamic delay effect of turn maneuvers does not seem to be
significant. This implies that the position gains are on the
high side. The maximum rms error is approximately 1000 ft at
16 nmi range. Position errors tend to increase as the sampling
time increases. (This was predicted by the theoretlcal results.)
3) The velocity errors show the same range effect characteristics.
The mean errors show the marked dynamic delay error especially
for the y-axls. It is apparent from Fig.6 that the y-axis
contains most of the dynamics. The velocity gains are well tuned
in the sense that the dynamic error and the high frequency error
have similar magnitude. The maximum rms error reaches approximately
i00 kt. Except for the initial transients, the error curves are
similar. It is noted that the initial velocity estimate using
the first two consecutive measurements becomes more accurate
as the sampling period becomes longer because of the greater
slgna/-to-noise ratio.
Effect of L_mltors on the Feedback Signal In many cases of navigation
filter or feedback regulator control system design, a limitor is used on the
feedback signal to prevent "unreasonable" error slgnals disturbing the
system. In equation form, a llmltor is given by
I if l 'xl<L
_ X
fx4--
, if IA'_ > esign (_'x) Lx x
(34)
That is, the feedback signal Ax may be replaced by the term Lx in
the filter Eq (8) depending on the magnitude. The y slgnal is generated
in a similar manner.
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F_.gure 7(a) shows the Monte Carlo slmulation results with
L = o and L _ o
x x y y (35)
at the sampllng period of I sec. While the x-axls behavior remains
"reasonable', the y-axls clearly shows the unstable nature mostly due to
not being able to track velocity. Figure 7 _b) shows the case when two
sisma values are used as the limltor value at At of 5 sec. In this case, the
unstable nature becomes apparent at At of 4 sec or longer (At of $ sec
is shown).
Other nonlinear devices of this nature were tested with similar
results. For example, a soft liaitor defined by a quadratic function
(rather than a straight line linear function) was also tested. This
indicates that the performance of the current tracker can not be improved
very much with these devices.
Kal_an Filter Algorithm Gains The Monte Carlo Simulation pro&ram
was modified to include three filter configurations, these are Non-aided,
Own-aided and Target-and Own-alded conflgurat'ions. Instead of fixed gains,
the filters utilize the Kalaan filter algorithm f_r computing 8ains
( Eqs (27) through (29)). Figures 8 and 9 show the statistical error time
plots of three filters side by side for the sampling period of I mid 4
seconds. Figure 8 shows the case with the gains set at high values and
Fig. 9 shows the case with the gains set at low values.
The gain computations are done autoumtic_lly. But, by adJustln8 the
accelerdtion uncertainty value, oa , high or low gain can be selected.
Fhe input acceleration uncertainties are shown i. the followin8 Table 5.
Table 5. Input Acceleration Uncertalntles
(o.. or o.. in f/s 2)
x y
i , , , , , , , , , , , ,
Target- and
Non-Aided Own-Aided
Own-Aided
i |||,=,,m
High Cain 32 32 32
i ,= • ii •
Low Cain 20 16 8
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The ratlonaleof using successively lower Oa'S for the low filter gains is
that the uncertainty should decrease as O_r._ and Target onboard signals
are use_ to complement the relative position measurement. Note that for
the hlgh gain case, the acceleratlon uncertainty value is the same for all
three configurations. Thus, the gains would be identical. This implies
that the smoothing characteristics of alternating the measurement noise
magnitude would be the same.
Now referring to Fig. 8, the _ one sigma envelopes are very similiar for
all these configurations confirming the intuition expressed in the last
paragraph. Even though the gains are computed to attenuate the range effect by
lowering the gains at longer range, the effect is still very much prominent.
The performance of the x-axis of the non-aided configuration looks slmilar to
a fixed gain case. the y-axis shows similar traits; however, the mean
position and velocity errors are larger for the Kalman filter case. This
points out that x- and y-axis filter gains are computed separately. This
means that the Kalman filter band-wldth for the y-axis is narrower than the
constant gain filter. The mean y error for the 4 sec case shows smaller value.
For this p_rticular case of relative kinematics (a counter example
will be shown later), the Own data and Target and Own data complement_tion
successfully improve the tracking performance. This can be seen as smaller
mean errors. For the case of Target and Own data complementation, the mean
errors are remarkably close to zero even for the 4 second samplinE time case.
Referring to Fig. 9, the following observations can be made :
(i) Performance of the x-axls for both Non-aided and O_n-aided
configurations deteriorates. The major cause for this
is the larger mean errors due to dynamic delay. Performance
of the Own-aided configuration is larger than that for the Non-
aided configuration. For the y-axis, the performance of both
configurations are very similar. These comments are applicable
for At = 4 sec case also.
(ii)For the Target- and Own-aided configuration, errors are
generally smaller. Also, the mean errors are emall
regardless of sampllng time. The range effects are very
slight in the velocity errors. This seems to indicate
that the position measurements are used mainly to update
the low frequency error in the average acceleration input
and the high frequency input error is ".integrated" out.
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Non-Aided and Own-Aided Confi&uratlons It could be concluded that a
partial indication of maneuvers is better than none. In particular, it seems
true that complementing with Own data, even though lacking Target data, is
better than no complemen_ation at all. This would be true in general cases
of the relative kinematics involving only Own aircraft maneuvering. In the
case of both aircraft maneuvering, the filter performance depends on relative
acceleration. For example, in the example used in the previous sections, the
Own-aided filter performed better than the non-alded filter if the filter
gains are the same.
A counter example can be given wherein this is not the case in that
instead of continuing to turn at the given bank angles, both aircraft go
into bank reversal maneuvers simultaneously at the mid-point. Figures I0
through 12 show the pertinent parameters. It is noted from the relative
velocity plot of Fig. II, that the relative x velocity is nearly constant.
Therefore, in this case, the non-aided configuration should perform better.
Figure 13 shows the error time plots of the Monte Carlo run. Both filters
are set in the high gain Kalman filter mode. As can be seen, the position
errors are comparable. The relative x-velocity estimates are markedly
different : The non-aided filter shows a small mean error; whereas, the
Own-aided filter shows a substantial non-zero mean error. The fact that
the standard deviations are similar in size indicates that the differences
in characteristics are due solely to the difference in (absence or presence
of) acceleration input.
Conclusions
Important conclusions are su_rlzed below:
(i) Combination of Target-and Own-data complementation and the
Kalman filter gain computation exhibited the best results.
One advantage is that the errors due to the dynamic lag in-
duced by maneuvers are non-existent;
(2) Own-data complementation helps in cases where only Own is maneuver-
ing. If both Own and target are maneuvering, then the estimation
performance depends on the relative acceleratlon;
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(3) Non-aided configuration with the constant gains has problems when
either aircraft undergoes a maneuver. However, as will be shown
later, its performance is credible when the relative kinematics
is rectilinear. Because the Kalman filter gain computations do
not require slgnlflcant real time, this method rather than fixed
gains is reco_ended; and
(4) Adaptive feature of monitoring the innovations (or measurement
residues) to detect dynamic delay error was not considered. This
feature may be necessary to avoid usln& estimates which contaLn
large and sustained dynamic lag errors. Without such a feature,
the system does not know "when it does not know".
The impact of these errors is discussed in Chapter V with respect
to CDTI and CAS applications. Also in the next chapter, their iupact is
discussed with respect to the range and range rate estimate derivations.
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III
RANGE FILTERS
Int roduc t ion
By far the two most important kinematic variables for the TCAS system
are relative range and altitude. These are monitored very carefully for
targets in the vicinity of Own aircraft to determine separation status. The
monitoring process involves essentially three steps: measurement, filtering
and collision avoidance logic. The filtering algorithm provides the dynamic
state estimates to the collision avoidance logic based on the measurements
obtained by the surveillance subsystem.
Note: The planned TCAS II software architecture incorporates similar
filter algorithms in two different submodules, i.e., the filter
algorithms are not separate frem the other two functions. One set of
f£1ters is used within the surveillance subsystem. It is used to
correlate and distinguish the internal track files and incoming
measurements. The so-called *'gating" techniques are used for this
purpose. The gate's upper and lower thresholds are dynamically
generated based on the predicted state variables.
Another set of filtering algorithms are incorporated within
the collision avoidance logic. Of course, these are used to provide
the threat assessment. In our discussion, the filtering algorit_s
are treated as an independent functional block.
For the range axis, the draft TCAS II Minimum Operational Performance
Standards [9] proposes three filtering methods:
(I) the horizontal x-y filter ;
(2) the range aB tracker ; and
(3) the range squared _8y tracker.
These are discussed in the following sections.
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_L
Ranse Fllter _lgorithms
Range and Range Rate Estimates Derived from Horizon.ta.! 8x-Ay
Estate This method is ceccumanded in the draft TCAS II HOPS when
reasonaLly accurate relative bearln 8 is obtainable. The algorithm 18
shnple. The relative range br is given in terms o£ the Ax-Ay horizontal
components by the formula
Ar = [_2 + Ay211/2 . (36)
Taking t£me derivative
£r - [_2 + _y2]-1/2 (_ . £_ + Ay • £y)
= (Ax • Ex + ey • Ey)IAI . (37)
The range and range rate estimates can be obtained by substituting the
horizontal estimates obtained in Chapter lI.
The range and range rate errors are related to the horizontal x-y
errors (within the linear term) by
_r " _ycosb 8"x + s inb
J
_r {stnb [sinb _'x - cosb 8"y]_'x
+ cosb [cosb _'y - sinb _*x]£y}
+ cosb 8x + sinb Ay ,
(38)
where
cosb . A__x sinb - _y
Ar ' _r
Equations (38) simply state that the range and range rate errors are
the same order of magnitude as the respective horizontal components.
(39)
The Range _B Tracker In this configuration, the measured range
is fed into an _B tracker algorithm. The filtering algorithm is
r_peated below.
5O
P
iI
l
range prediction:
range error: _,'r
range update: _rn+ I = _r + + _ Er
range rate update: Arn+ I = Ar n
_r + At • _r
n n
- - +
+ (B/At)_'r
(40)
When the range measurement is missing, the predicted range is used for
a short duration of time (6 sec) before the surveillance process is re-
started again. The first two consecutive measurements are used to
initialize the states. The recommended a and B gains are 0.67 and
0.25 respectively for the nominal sampling interval of 1 sec.
The P_n. ge-Square aB_ Tracker One of the major drawbacks of the range
aB tracker is that the range is a nonlinear function of time even though the
underlylng relatlve kinematics is rectllinear. For example, if
Ax = _x o+ _x • t ; _y = Ayo + _y • t
wlth constant _x and Ay, then the range is given by
Ar = I(AXo 2 + Ayo 2) + 2(AX O A'x + Ay 0 A'y)t + (4X)
The above expression can be approximated by the llnear expression
Ar = Ar 0 +_r t ,
which forms the basis for the aB tracker formulatlon, if _r is reasonably
constant. See Eq (40).
Equation (41) forms the basis of the range squ_re filter. By squaring
both sides of Eq (41), one obtains a quadratic equation
_0 t 1 _ot2 (42)s _ gr 2 = s o + + _ ,
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where
_Xo 2 2SO = + &Yo '
;'o "2_o _'=+ AYeEy),
The quadratic coefficients s o , s o and SO will be constant as long as
8Xo, Ayo, A'x and _'y are constant.
Because there are three unknowns, the underlying state equation must
be three dimensional. The state equation is given by
E!1[ittjLilAt212]= l
n+l 0 n
(43)
The observation equation can be obtained simply by squaring the range measure-
ment, i.e.,
m m 2
= (Arn+l) . (44)Sn+ 1
Equations (43) and (44) are in the form suitable for developing the so-called
aBy tracker algorithm. The algorithm is given below.
prediction: is.,-, tL:+J o o
m 2 s+
measurement error: s - (Arn+ I) - , (45)
state update: r"i;j.,++B,_t
.+, L;+J L_/"<'J
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The states are initialized using the first three consecutive
measurements as follows
s2 = s: ,
e m m m
s2 = [3 s 2 - 4 s 1 + So]/2At
The gains are time scheduled according to
n
I 3 (3n 2 + 3n + 2)
m
I al 5
for n = 3 to 15,
for n > 15.
(46)
8
n I 18(2n+1)
815
for n = 3 to 15,
for n > 15.
(47)
Yn =
i 60v
I YI5
for n = 3 to 15,
for n > 15.
where
D
n
= (n+l) (n+2) (n+3) .
Figure 14 shows the time schedule characteristics for the three gains.
All three gains begin with large values and decrease to smaller values as
more measurements are incorporated in the estimates. The gains are
prevented from becoming too small so as not to lose the filter "adaptability".
These are characteristics exhibited by a Kalman filter.
As usual, when a measurement is missed because of surveillance failure,
+
the predicted position, s , is used in place of the measurement (without
advancing the gain computation time frame).
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W
#The range and range rate estimates are derived from s and s as
)1/2 , t ,,
_r = (i and _r = sl2_r (_48)
sand B
i 0.5
0.75
0.5
0.25
0 t I t t t t I I I t ' t I
3 6 9 12 15
n
0.375
0.25
0.125
Figure 14. Gain Schedules for the Range Square aBy Tracker
Algorithm.
The range square tracker was designed (and successfully implemented in
an experimental TCAS unit) to track targets equipped with transponders that had
Mode A capability only. This does not preclude its usage for other targets,
however.
The aBy tracker design is a very ingenious realization. One comment
needs to be added. In the pseudo-measurement Eq (44), the squared range
measurement is defined by
m 2 _ _r)2s = (Ar m) (Ar + ,
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V
> where _r is the true range and _r is presumably an independent random
s m = _r 2 + = s + _s "
' . That is, the measured value is the sum of true value and "measure-
) ment noise", which sort of satisfies the usual filtering assumption.
However, the noise, _s' is no longer independent. It depends on the
state, s. Therefore, the proposed aBy tracker algoritlmmay not be
optimal.
Correlated Error a8 Tracker Up to now, we have assumed that the
range measurement error is white noise, i.e., independent from one
sample to the next. However, there is strong evidence that the error is
strongly correlated [I0]. If the low frequency (or bias) error term is removed,
the error is governed by the following llnear equation
_r,n+l
Here,
_r,n _i
(49)
O = correlation parameter with the empirical value of 0.6801, and
n = a zero mean stationary Gausslan noise with one slgnm value
of 69.5 ft.
The steady state variance of the range error is given by
2 2 = (94.5 ft) 2 (50)
_ = (I-02) -I on
When the measurement error is white noise, it is true that the s8
tracker given by Eq (40) performs near optimum when the variation in the
range rate is negligible. However, the above is no longer valid when the
error is known to be correlated, as in our present problem. A method is
available to modify the original algorithm in order to take advantage of
the fact that the error is correlated. The method is based on the optimum
filter derived by Tarn [II].
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The modification involves one additional term in the feedback signal.
Tbz modified closed loop filter equation is given by
(,51)
where O is the correlation parameter of the noise process.
It is noted that the modification requires one additional memory
cell to store the previous range measurement.
It was shown that the above formulation does indeed result in
performance improvement [IN. In a simulation study conducted earlier,
the range rate estimation error was reduced by 23%. Furthermore, the
formulation is fairly robust with respect to a small variation in p.
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!Monte Carlo Simulation Results
Simulation Scenarios Four of the previously discussed range filter
algorithms were implemented in the Monte Carlo Simulation Program to
obtain statistical performance data for t_e range and range est.'_tlon
errors. The four algorithms are:
(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Non-aided x-y fixed gain tracker;
Target- and Own-aided Kalman filter;
Range _B tracker; and
Range squaze aB¥ tracker.
Configuration (i) uses the proposed fixed gains (_ = 0.67 and B = 0.25 for
_ = 1 sec. Configuration (2) uses the Kalman gain update formula with the
acceleration uncertainly of _ 16 fpss (_le). Nominal measurement errors are
assumed to be white noise processes with the standard deviation values of 75
ft and 1 deg for range and bearing respectively.
Four typical encounter scenarios were chosen motivated by the
collision avoidance logic applications shown in Fig 15. These are (a)
tail chase, (b) route crossing, (c) head-on, and (d) parallel turn-in en-
counters. Figure 15 shows the horizontal projections of each geometry in a
north-east coordinate system. Own flies due north with a 200 kt ground speed
starting from the origin. The target kinematic parameters - ground speed
(VG) , heading (_) and the miss distance (Md) - are listed in the following
Table 6.
Statistical data were obtained based on sixty passes for each of the
above encounter cases with nominal measurement errors for the nominal
sampling period of 1 sec. To test the sensitivity of the estimates to
measurement errors, the route crossing and parallel turn-ln encounter cases
were repemted with twice the nominal measurement errors; the head-on
encounter was repeated with twice and four times the nominal values.
Except for the parallel turn-in case, these encounter scenarios are
rather benign compared to the scenario used in Chapter If. However, these ar,_
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Table 6. Target Kinematic Parameters
FAtcounter
Tail Chase
Route
Crossing
Head-on
V
a
(kt)
300
200
160
¢
(deg)
30
270
140
Parallel 200 0
Turn-in
M d
(nmi)
0
0
0
Turn Rate
(deg/sec)
0
0
0
Case No.
a
b.l
b.2
c.l
C.2
C.3
Figure No.
15,16
17,18
19,20
21,22
23,24
25,26
1.5(target)
-1.5(own)
d.l
d.2
27,28
29,30
thought to represent typical CAS encounters. The proposed parallel turn-in
scenario in the TCAS MOPS seems to be very severe. The scenario requires
both Own and Target to perform 65 deg bank angle maneuvering at 600 kt
ground speed resulting in more than 2g lateral accelerations. Therefore,
this scenario was scaled down to reflect more representative values of
commercial operations.
Simulation Results: Tail Chase Encounter Figure 16 shows sample
time plots of range and range rate estimates together with the true
values. Figure 17 shows the statistical time plots of error mean and
mean +Io. Thus 68% of the error would fall between the dotted curves.
Range and range rate estimates derived from the x and y components
of both non-alded and aided filters show very similar characteristics.
The range errors are 44 and 41 ft and the rate errors are 6.8 and 6.4 kt
respectively. The results follow the fact that the filter gains are
comparable for both filters. The range rate error pulses appearing at
approximately I00 sec are caused by division by very small range estimates.
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The range aB tracker shows somewhat larger errors -57 ft and 18.2 kt
for the range and range rate. The rate error "pulse" at t=100 sec is not
caused by division by small numbers. It represents dynamic delay error
due to the sign change in the range rate at that particular time.
The range square aBy tracker shows the steady state errors of 80 ft
and 9.0 kt. When the range is zero, the range rate error shows a peculiar
doublet behavior. The effect of the gain reduction schedule is very
apparent in the initial transient of the rate estimate. The filter settles
down to the steady state operation at t _ 20 sec as expected.
Route Crossin_ Encounter Time plots of the simulation results,
for the route crossing encounter, are shown in Figs 18 through 21. The pre-
vious comments generally apply to this case also. The error statistics are
very similar to the previous case.
Figures 20 and 2] show the results with the measurement error magni-
tudes twice those of the nominal case. Compared to the nominal case, the
error standard deviations are twice as large.
The non-aided and the aided configurations show similar mean error
characteristics in range with a maximum of 60 ft. Since the other two
configurations do not show a similar symptem, the mean error is caused by
the y axis component. Because the target track is due west, whereas
Own's is due north, the bearing error affects the y axis directly which
induces the range effect.
The s_,gularity pcoblem (of dividing by small range) becomes worse
for the range square tracker as the noise level becomes larger. This
implies that the range square filter is not reliable at extremely
small range. The range a8 tracker suffers the same reliability problem
caused by an entirely different effect - the dynamic delay error build
up. One other problem encountered for the range square aB_ tracker
is the.problem of _e "range square" state becoming negative. This
causes the computer implementation problem of taking the square-z ot of
a negative number.
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Figure 18. Sample Time Plots of Range and Range Rate Estimates for the
Route Crossing Encounter.
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Route Crossing Encounter (twice the nominal error)•
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Head-on Encounter Figures 22 through 27 show the results of the
head-on encounter simulation results. The measurement errors were varied
twice and four times the nomlnals. The largest level represents the lower
performance enhanced TCAS II capability. As before, the previous comments
apply here mostly. Because the encounter does not involve a collislon (the miss
distance is 0.3 nml), the slngularlty problem does not manifest in the
estimates. The aB tracker shows s conslderable dynamic delay error when
the range is closed to the mln_m.
As can be expected, general performance of the estimation algorlthms
degrade as the measurement noise levels increase. In fact the standard
deviations are remarkably proportional. The range errors varied from
44.4 - 173.4 ft for the aided configuration to 54.7 - 228.1 ft for the
_B tracker. The rate errors vary from 6.8 - 28.5 kt for tLe aided con-
figuration to 18.5 - 73.2 kt for the a8 tracker. The former provided
the most accurate estimates; the latter provides the poorest estimates.
The range effect is apparent in the x-y based estimates, but it is not
in the other two configurations. This should be intuitlvely understood
because the latter two do not contain the bearing measurement whereas the
first two do.
In these rectilinear trajectory cases, the estimates based on the
non-alded and the Target- and O_n-aided configurations as well as the range
square _B_ tracker do not show substantial qualitative difference (except
the singularity proble_ of the last tracker). The aided estimates show
the smallest errors. Thus, if the underlying kinematics are rectilinear,
then a11 thres configuratlons would be equally effective. This follows
from the fact that the filter model equations are exact; hence, no in-
duced dynamic error.
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Figure 22. Sample Time Plots of Range and Range Rate Estimates for the
Head-on Encounter.
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Figure 23. Statistical Time Plots of Range and Range Kate Errors for the
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Figure 24. Sample Time Plots of Range and Range Rate Estimates for the
Head-on Encounter (twice the nominal errors).
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Figure 25. Statistical Time Plots of Range and Range Rate Errors for the
Head-on Encounter (twice the nominal errors).
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Figure 26. Sample Time Plots of Range and Range Rate Estimates for the
Head-on Encounter (four times the nominal errors).
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Figure 27. Statistical Time Plots of .Range and R_nge Rate Errors for the
Head-on Encounter (four times the nominal errors).
Parallel Turn-in Encounter Figures 28 through 31 show the simulation
results for the parallel turn-in encounter. The encounter scenario involves
both aircraft turning with 15 deg bank angle maneuvers. The combined ac-
celeration is 0.54 g. Figure 28 shows that the range rate is no longer con-
stant, and the range is not rectilinear.
Now, by referring to Figs 29 and 31, the following comments can be made:
(i) The non-aided x-y tracker shows substantial mean errors with
the maximum range error of 91 ft and the range rate error of 35.! kt.
The standard deviations are 93 ft and 15.0 kt for the nominal measure-
ment error level. Surprisingly, the error magnltudes do not increase
proportionally. This may be due to the fact that the number of the
Monte Carlo passes are too small to provide the statistical precision.
Note that the error curves contain more "roughness" for the higher
error noise.
(ii) The aided configuration does not show outstanding mean errors.
The standard deviations are comparable to other encounter cases.
(iii) The mean errors for the u8 tracker are substantially smaller.
The standard deviations are comparable to other encounter cases.
This implies that the gain values are selected more on the basis of
"tracking" rather than on the basis of "smoothing". During the
maneuver, this tracker performs better than the other two non-aided
configurations.
(iv) The mean errors of the range square tracker show interesting
features. The maximum mean errors were 82 ft and 159 ft for the
range and 29 kt for the range rate. The standard deviations do not
show substantial increase. The first portion is caused by the dynamic
delay not being able to catch up with the acceleration. The mean
errors show oscillation. The second portion is caused by the effect
of low gains, i.e., the tracker can not catch up because the low gains
prevent rapid recovery.
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Figure 28. Sample Time Plots of Range and Range Rate Estimates for the
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Conclusions
Table 7 shows the summary of the four range estlmatlon algorlthms
for the various slnmlatlon scenarios. The first three cases involve
recillnear encounters Lnd the last one involves slmultaneous parallel
turn-ln maneuvers by both aircraft. The following comments apply:
(1) The aided configuration showed the best performance in
all cases. The esti_atlon errors are similar in magnitude
independent of encounter geometry. The errors are proportlonal
to the input error magnitudes;
(ii) The range and range rate estimates derived from the non-aided
x-y filters were better than the other two range axis filters, ex-
cept the parallel turn-ln encounter. The major problem is the
large and sustained mean errors caused by the filter dynamic delay;
(iii) The range square filter performed credibly. The low gain
nature is apparent in the initial transient error behavior and she
dynamic delay errors; and
(iv) The range a8 tracker suffers from the nonlinear range behavior at
or near the minimum range, even for rectilinear encounter cases. How-
ever, the transient periods are relatively short due to its high gain
nature. On the other hand, this high gain nature passes a large
portion of the high frequency noise a=hleving less smoothing than
other filters.
Effects of these errors will be analyzed with respect to CAS or
CDTI applications in Chapter V. As mentioned earlier, the range and range
rate estimates play a very important role in detecting threatening targets.
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Table 7. Performance Summary Table of Various
Range Estimation Algorithms
FJicou;tt er
Tail Chase
lx
Route
Crossing
2x
lx
Head-on 2x
4x
lx
Parallel
Turn-£n
2x
Non-Aided
43.5(1)
6.8 (2)
42.3
6.7
94.0
12.5
53.9
i0.3
107.7
20.3
ITarget- and
Own-Aided
,, ,=
40.5
6.4
36.2
5.2
84.0
9.6
44.4
6.8
=
87.0
14.3
Range aB
56.6
18.2
56.0
18.4
113.6
35.9
54.7
18.5
113.2
36.2
Range Square
aSy
= .
49.5
9.0
49.5
7.5
94.2
14.1
48.4
7.6
i01.0
15.8
194.6
37.0
(3)
62.9 (91.5)
15.o (35.1)(4)
99.8 (92.9)
19.8 (37.3)
39.7
6.1
228.1
73.2
58.1
21.1 (18.0)
80.6
11.7
117.2
38.1 (14.8)
191.6
31.9
57.8 (81.9)
14.7 (29.2)
105.1 (109.2)
21.1 (29.2)
(1) steady state standard deviation of range error, in ft.
(2) steady state standard deviation of range rate error, in k_.
(3) maximum mean range error, in ft.
(4) maximum mean range rate error, in kt.
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IV
ALTITUDE FILTERS
Because the altitude is the primary axis of separation for the
collision avoidance logic, monitoring of vertical state variables is an
extremely important function of the TCAS. Therefore, the estimation
algorithm is the key element providing the altitude and altitude rate
est imat es.
Target altitude is decoded from Mode C or Mode S transponder replies.
The measured value is a binary integer with the least significant bit
representing i00 ft. Figure 32 shows a schematic diagram of the altitude
measurement process. According to the current TCAS specifications, Own
altitude can be measured in two ways - before or after the Mode C encoding
process. Thus, the TCAS processor can access either the transponder altitude
data (with the i00 ft quantization) or the TCAS altitude data with much
higher resolution. Depending on which of these is used, a proper estima-
tion algorithm needs to be chosen.
The proposed vertical tracker algorithm for TCAS t sage is based on
the MIT developed Level Occupancy lime (LOT) tracker. It was developed
for the active BCAS application in order to overcome the i00 ft quantiza-
tion of the encoded altitude measurement [13, 14].
J
Static
Pressure
Source
_ -- I __'
"_ __Transducer _.-- T
!
Mode C __ .-
Quant izer i
Quant izer -- -4_
Pilot Display
Transponder
Altitude Data
T_AS Altitude
Data
Figure 32. Schematic Diagram of Altitude Measurement Process.
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The basic idea of the LOT tracker is to estimate the altitude rate
indirectly by estimating the time duration (called the level occupancy
time) in a particular quantlzatloD level. If the altitude rate is
constant, then so is the time duration. Thus, the estimate of level
occupancy time, T, is given by
= T + k (Tmeas - T) , 0 < k < I,
where
Tmeas = tjump - tlast Jump
Then, the altitude rate estimate is given by
*z = lO0/i
Two of the ramifications of the LOT tracker algorithm are:
(I) It requires at least two level changes to obtain rate infor-
mation; and
(2) It requires at least three level changes to ascertain a
change in rate (acceleration).
(52)
(53)
(54)
The vertical tracker software specification contained in the draft
TCAS IIMOPS is very complex owing to many heuristic logic elements.
In the following sections two algorithms are discussed. These are
(1) two-state a8 tracker, and (2) level switching time algorithm.
Alpha Beta Tracker Algorithm
Algorithm The aB tracker is a linear two-state recurslve filter
that estimates the aircraft's altitude and its rate of change bmsed upon
noise contaminated measurements of altitude. The equations for this
algorithm are
82
predict ion:
altitude error:
altitude update:
altitude rate
updat e:
z = z +At • z
m +
= z - z
n+l
+
Zn+ I = z + at
^
Zn+ 1 = Zn
+ ( IAt) 
(55)
m
where the measurement, z , is given by
m
z = z+_
Z
(56)
As usual, when the measurement is missing or invalid because of the
surveillance failure, the predicted value is used in place of the
measurement. The first two consecutive valid measurements can be used
to initialize the estimate as follows:
^ m _ (z; z;)/At .
zI = z I , and z I = -
(57)
Gain Selection There are many methods to select the feedback
gains. A few methods were discussed in previous chapters. The basic idea
is to tune the performance by compromising between the conflicting
requirements of a fast response filter and of a good noise smoothing
filter. A fast response filter would have a short time constant or
wide bandwidth, whereas a good noise smoothing filter would be a sluggish
system with long time constant or narrow bandwidth. Thus, it would be
natural to end up with a different set of gains depending on different
performance measures. For example, by optimizing the error due to "step
drift" in veloclty, Benedict and Bordner _5] obtained a relationship
between a and B ,
S = =2/(2-_) • (38)
Now, a can be varied to satisfy other filter performance specifications.
!
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The other method is to use the so-called exponential weighted least
square error [16,17 ].
parametrically as
2
a " 1 -y ,
, (59)
B = (l-Y)2 ,
or
With this criteria, the gain values can be expressed
s = 2-= -2 . (60)
Parameter y is related to the filter bandwidth mb by
y = exp(-_bAt ) . (6z)
The gain values recommended by the TCAS MOPS are 0.5 and 0.15 for
= and 8 respectively, at the nominal sampling rate of 1 sec.
These gain values are applicable when the altitude measurement error
can be modeled by an independent random sequence. When it is no longer
independent, as pointed out by the Billmann's study _0 ], The algorithm
itself needs to be modified along the llne suggested by the range filter
with correlated measurement error. (However, the gain selection problem
is a minor one compared to the problem caused by the i00 ft Mode C altitude
quantization.)
Figure 33 shows sample time plots of altitude rate _stimates using two
different sets of gains. The results were obtained by the =B tracker with
altitude measurement containing correlated additive error only. The
measurement sequence was obtained by a level-climb (10 fps)-level fllght vertical
profile. (The experimental set-up will be explained in more detail later.)
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Figure 33. Altitude Rate Estimates for Different Set of Gains
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These examples are used only to illustrate the effect of filter gains. The
top plot shows the case with the recommended gains of a = 0.5 and _ = 0.15.
The bottom plot shows the rate estimate using Eq (59) with _ = 0.717. For
the sample case, the latter is clearly better.
Effect of quantized Measurements The Traffic Alert and Collision
Avoidance System requires estimates of altitude and its rate of change
for an intruder aircraft, based upon the Mode C altitude reports. These
reports provide the altitude measurements to the nearest i00 ft. If a
classical =8 tracker is used, then a i00 ft "stair case" input induces an
undesirable transient response each time the quantization level is crossed.
This can be explained by noting that within an altitude level, the
alLitude measurement rema_ms unchanged. This causes the estimate of
vertical speed to decrease as estimated and measured values of altitude
become the same. Figure 34 shows the estimates obtained by the u8 tracker
with Mode C reports as input. It clearly shows the undesirable train
of transients. It is noted that the simulation result was obtained using
= 0.28 and 8 = 0.06. These values are used in the altitude tracker
within the surveillance module rather than the CAS logic.
The basic proble_ with the quantized measurements is the nonlinearity.
The apparent error magnitude depends on the actual altitude as well as
other additive error sources. The following two examples identify problems
caused by quantlzation.
Example I: A I00 ft altitude jump occurs when the actual altltudp
goes from 10.049.9 ft to 10,050.1 ft. This represents an actual
rate of + 0.2 ft/sec at the sampling rate of I sec. Th_ tracker
will process this jump by increasing the rate estimate by B x i00
ft/sec (B is the rate gain). With a typical value of 0.15 for 8,
this implies that the rate estimate Jumps by 15 ft/sec.
Example 2: When an aircraft is flying at 10,050 ft altitude, then
a small magnitude (say 0.2 ft rms) high frequency (random) noise
will result in a situation where consecutive measurements are
I00 ft apart.
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The above mentioned problems indicate that the capability of the uB
tracker in response to quantized measurements is very limited. Alterna-
tive algorithms must be considered, which is the subject of the next
section.
When the altitude measurement is obtainable with a much finer resolu-
tion than i00 ft, then the aB tracker algorithm would be near optimum _.
This is the case with the Own altitude input. Thus, the aB tracker (with
a fine resolution altitude) can be used to judge other filtering schemes in
terms of performance.
* In many vertical filter implementations for navigation, guidance and
flight control applications, other signals are available. These include
the attitude angles, body rates and accelerations as well as the barometric
altitude. Furthermore, these signals are available for processing at a
much higher frequencey (50 msec compared to i sec for TCAS). Therefore,
the TCAS vertical aB tracker would not be able to perform as well as other
implementations.
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Figure 34. Vertical _6 Tracker Estimates _th Mode C
Quantized Input.
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Level Switching Time Filter
The unsatisfactory response of the _, tracker to the quantized
measurements motivates the search for an alternative algorithm. As
mentioned previously, the Level Occupancy Time (LOT) tracker algorithm
was designed to fill this void. However, it has very complex software
based on heuristic logic. The aim here is to reformulate the problem
in a different light.
The basic idea of the level switching time (LST) filter can be summarized
in the following steps:
i.
2.
3.
,
,
Detection of level switching.
Estimation of altitude and level switching time.
Estimation of altitude and rate based on the last four
estimates of altitude and level switching time.
Modification of the estimated altitude and rate by error
feedback.
Validity verification of the modified altitude and rate values.
The following sections explain each of the above steps.
Level Switchin_ Detection Lo i_9_ The combination of measurement
noise and the quantization process can result in an erroneous
indication of level change. To prevent such falsely reported level change,
the decision on the level switching is made if three out of the past five
measurements indicate such a change. This implies that with a sampling
time of A, it takes at least 3A to detect a level change. This delay
is necessary to compensate for erroneous level changes caused by noise
and the quantization process, and any reduction in this time results in a
reliability reduction of the level switching decision.
Estimation of A/titude and Level Switching Time It is clear that
more altitude information can be extracted from a segment of reports
containing different levels rather than a single level. Consider, for
example, a history of Mode C reports
89
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lab,1
Time 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 (set)
Report I00 i00 I00 I00 I00 100 II0 II0 110 Ii0 (100 ft).
The segment correspondins to t=56 to 60 8ec doe8 not conCa/n any Ln_orma-
Cion by itself other than altitude is between 9,050 to 10,050 ft.
the ocher hand the segment correapoading to t-59 Co 63 sec contains a lot
more information, vlz., the true altitude was 10,050 ft some time during
that interval and if the additive noise is small, then that t lme point would
be between t of 60 and 61 sec. Thus, the latter segment is infinitely more
useful in pinpointing the true altitude and the point of crossing that altitude.
That is, the combination of true altitude and the corresponding time
is the important factor.
;9
L
to derive a rough estimate o£ altitude rate discussed next. See Fig. 35
for illustration.
Also stored is the estimated level, L, which is the quantized value
of z L, i.e.,
L = Int[(z L + 50)/I00] . (63)
If the levels show a cyclic behavior (i.e., the latest level and the one
before the previous level are identical), then level flight is declared.
Altitude and Altitude Rate Estimation The stored level switching
variables {Zk, t ) : k=l,..,4} (with k=l being the latest) are used to
generate rough estimates of altitude and altitude rate. The estimates
9O
Motivated by the above argument, the following algorithm is used to
estimate altitude and time:
5 c
i _ c t L i_l ti zi
zL " zl; and - ,
 .l'i
C
where zi is the Mode Claltltude report times I00 ft at ti. The four (4)
most recent pairs of z and tL are stored in shift registers. These are used
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are obtained using the principal of least squares, assuming that the altitude
rate is constant during the time interval of interest. There are four
cases to be considered depending on the number of stored measurements.
(i) Altitude Initializatim," When only one level switching is
observed, then the estimates are initialized as
i
; = z L and z = 0 .
1
(64)
(ii) Altitude Rate Initialization: When two level swltchings
have been observed, then the altitude and rate can be initialized as
L and Iz L L /(tlL t2_ (65)z = zI = (zI - z2) - -
(iii) Three Point Least Squares Fit: When three level swltchings
have been observed, then the altitude and rate can be estimated as
follows. Because of the constant speed assumption, three linear
equations can be written at tft I .
L
z I = z + Zl '
L Lz2 = z + (t2 - t )_- + z2 , and
z3 = z + (t - t ); + ,
where _- are errors to be minimized. Using the standard least
i
squares method, the estimates at t = tL are given by
(66)
I [ 2 _ (A2 +
i = 1 A22+A3 (67)
where
and
L L
A2 = t2 - tI ,
L L
b3 = t3 - t I ,
2
D = 2(8_ - A2A 3 + A 3)
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(iv) Four Point Least Squares Fit: Whenfour level s_itchings have
been observed, the previous method can ;:e extended easily. The
estimates at t=t L are given by
J.
[ ]rL-- / L L L
vL -(A2 + A3 + A4 ) 4 A2z2 + _3z3 + A4 z4
where
L L i = 2,3,4,
Ai " t i - t 1 ,
and
2 A2) (A 2 + A3 + A4 )D - 4(A_ + A 3 + -
2
It is noted that Ai's are "measured" level occupancy times.
(68)
The estimates _ and z are computed on the basis of the most recent
L
L The time epoch tI is inevitably at least 2-3 seclevel switching time, tI.
behiud the current time, t. Thus, the current time estimates need to be
extrapolated according to
_* (69)z(t) - z + (t-t)z
The altitude rate estimate remains unchanged.
The least squares solution given by Eq (67) or (68) could be recast
in a recurslve algorithm. However, with the current computer techrology,
Eq (67) or (68) are streight forward. The recurslve form may be advantageous
for the least squares fit using six or more data points.
Fine Tuning by Error Feedback The previous methods apply only when
a level switching is detected by the "3 out of 5" rule. At the time of
L
detection, a new level switching time, tI, and the corresponding altitude,
Zl, are available. This time t could be very much behind the current time.
Thus, there could be a big time gap between the estimate updates.
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The time interval during which the Mode C altitude reports indicate the
same flight level provide "passive" information. The information will not
allow us to compute the estimates, but it provides a means to check if
the available estimates are still reasonable. This can be achieved by
comparing the "predicted" altitude at the current time (given by Eq (69))
with the current Mode C altitude. If the difference between the two is
less than 50 ft (a half of Mode C quantization) then the last estimates
seem to be still accurate. On the other hand, a difference of more than
50 ft indicates (a) the last estimates are in error; (b) the target
dynamics has changed; or (c) the Mode C report is in error due to noise.
The estimates need to be updated in cases (a) and (b) but not in case (c).
This suggests that the average difference over some time period should be
used rather than instantaneous difference.
To accomplish this, the average value of error for the past five
sampling times is calculated. Any amount in excess of _ 50 ft is fedback
to modify z and z. Therefore, z and z are updated according to the
following equations:
(Z)New = (z)Old + kl_ '
(Z)Ne w = (z)Ol d + k2z ,
(70)
where
and
z- 50 , if z > 50 (71)
= I z + 50 , if z < -50
15(c )¥- i= l zl-z i (72)
^C,
The z i s are the Mode C reported altitudes (times I00 ft) at the five most
r=cent valid reporting times, ti. (The reports and times are stored in
five tier shift registers and used in the level switching detection logic.)
The zi are predicted altitudes extrapolated from the last level switching
time, t_ . Thus,
L ' (73)
_i = _Old + (ti - t ) • zOl d •
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k 1 and k 2 are the feed back gains for the altitude and rate update
The values of k 1 and k 2 must be selected by compromising oetween the re-
qulrementa for rapid _>diflcation and possible instability (divergence of
_i's) caused by large values. Values for k I of 0.632 and k 2 of 0.155 are
reasonable values as will be shown in a later section.
Validity of the Modified Altitude and Rate Values To verify vall-
dlty, the modified values of z and 'z are used to recompute the estimates of
altitude at the last five sampling times, and the average error z is re-
computed. If the absolute value of the resultlng average error is less than
50 ft, the validity of the modified values is established. To avoid ex-
cessive modification of altitude, this modification is limited to _+ 35 ft, i.e.,
the modified estimate ZNe w in Eq (70) would not be changed by more than 35 ft
from the originally computed ZOld by the least squares algorithm.
Figure 38 shows an over-all computational flow of the proposed Level
Switching Time filter.
Remark A basic ingredient of the proposed tracker algorithm is
the idea of obtaining the rough altitude and altitude rate estimates
based on the estimated altitude and level switching time (zL, tL) pairs.
The three-out-of-five rule was specifically designed for the sampling
period of 1 sec. The same rule may not apply or be desirable for
other samplin 8 periods. Therefore, other methods of determining the
(zL, tL) pair must be devised. However, the rest of the algorithm
should be applicable without modifications. The modular construc-
tion of the logic would ease the task of replacing the level switching
time detection logic.
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Begin
I Has the qusnt4sat£on Nolevel chanse occured_
Yes
I C°mpute .lt £tud" sad Jt4me of level 8witching
Est£mate Altitude and
/_t itude l_ste
In£t 4-1izat ion;
Linear Equation;
3 Point Least Squares; or
4 Point Least Squares
_dify the altitude and/rate
estimates by average error
feedback
I Is the modification valid?_ No
Yes
I Output the estimates to lexternal modul s
Figure 36. Level Switching Time Filter Macro Flow Chart.
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Monte Carlo Simulation Results
Th_s section describes the simulation set up, and it analyzes the proposed
Level switching Time (LST) filter algorithmas well as the aB tracker.
The QB tracker algorithm with non-quantized altitude input wtll be the basis
of comparison.
StJnulation Set Up The aircraft vertical dynamics are simulated by
a simple second order altitude select/hold logic. In equation form
d
dt c
(74)
where the acceleration command, z , is given by
C
= [[ - +
V Zref * (75)
Also, the velocity command, zc, is given by
Zc _ [[ _ (Zre f - z)]]- . (76)
z Zref
In the above expressions the term _z is the altitude rate noise injected to
simulate such phenomena as wind gusts and pilot activities. It is designed to
change magnitude on a 20 sec average basls, wlth a standard deviation of
0.75 fps. The notation [[x]] y means x is authority-limited to y. Zref,
o,
Zre f and Zre f are the altitude select references, i.e., they are the
desired altitude, maximum rate magnitude and maximum allowable acceleration.
Once Zre f is selected, the vertical velocity command, zc, is generated by
Eq (76). If the current altitude is not close to the reference altitude,
the co amand takes on the maximum value, Zre f. If the altztude is close
to the reference, then the command takes a smaller value. The acceleration
**
command, zc, is generated in a similar manner depending on the (previously
computed) velocity command, zc, and the current velocity state value, z.
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For example, if the current velocity is close to the velocity commnd
within the pilot noise input, then the acceleration eomnand takes on a
small value. Therefore, by selecting values for Zre f and Zref (Zref is
fixed to 2.5 fpas), reasonable altitude and altitude rate time histories
can be generated. In the simulation program, Eqs(74)-(76) are computed
at an integration cycle of 0.2 sec using a trapezoidal integration routine.
The altitude generated by the above method is sampled at a one second
interval. High frequency additive noise is added to the true altitude
which in turn is quantized to the nearest 10G ft. Figure 37 shoes the
overall block diagram of this process.
The additive error model is generated by a second order correlation
,
process as suggested by Billmann [i0]. The generating equation is given
by
Zn ffi 1.066 _n-i - 0.191 _n-2 + r
"z,n
(77)
Here, _z,n is a random noise with a normal density function, mean value of
zero, and standard deviation of 10.5 ft. By solving the associated
Yule-Walker equation [ 18], it can be shown that the steady state standard
deviation of the additive error is 23.8 ft. The measured altitude is given
by
m
z = z ÷ z (78)
n n n
represents the baro-altlmeter outpu4 and it is input to the a8 tracker
for generating Own altitude estimates. It is also input to generate the
Mode C reported altitude.
C
The Mode C quantized altitude, z
n
, is given by the equation
* At a preliminary simulation stage, it was found that the level
swltchlng detection logic was sensitive to the nature of additive
noise. For example, a two-out-of-three rule worked reliably with white
nol_e error , it did not work for correlated noise. The three-
out-of-five t works for both types of error.
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F Model C AltitudeReport Measurement
Process
! 0 =10. n
I
I
1.5 sec _._ _ z . 3.0 sec Aircraft Vertical
z ref Dynamics Model
Z ms
ref
Zref =
Zre f =
desired altitude
desired altitude race
maximum vertical acceleration
authority limit (2.5 ft/sec 2)
Figure 37. Aircraft VerClcal Dynamic and Measurement
Process Model
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zn + _ + 0.5 q !c = n (79)z n q • Int q
where q is 100 ft and Int[x] means the integer value of x.
Figure 38 shows time plots of true altitude rate, altitude and the
Mode C altitude reports (plotted every 3 sec) for the case of a pull-up
maneuver of 2000 to 3700 ft at a rate of I0 fps. It is noted that the
rate shows a small magnitude execcrsion about the command v_lue of I0 fps.
The _B tracker and LST tracker algorithms, together vlth the measure-
ment generation modul_ were assembled together in a sixty pass Monte
Carlo simulation program to generate statistical performance data. The
true altitude and altitude rate time histories are computed once in the
first pass. Afterwards, a new set of altitude errors are added to the
true altitude which is fed into the tracker algorithms.
Simulation Scenarios Several different simulation scenarios were
examined during the course of this study. In all thirteen cases were
run with the altitude profiles generated for vertical rates of _ 5, I0, 20,
and + 60 fps. Most of these are run to obtain raw statistical performance
data. Some of these are run in conjunction with others to obtain "sensitivity"
data. Therefore, the total number of computer runs made during the study
was considerable Includlng the algorithm development, design and tuning stages.
The following cases are discussed:
I. Effect of quantization on the aB tracker;
2. Effect of a and B gain variations;
3. Performance chanEe due to difference in additive errors; and
4. Selected individual cases.
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FiEure 38. Time Plots of Verclcal Rate, Altitude and
Mode C Reported Altitude.
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Effect of Altitude _uantlzation in the aB Tracker Algorithm Besides
its use on the high resolution Own altitude input, the aft tracker may be
used as a preprocessor in the surveillance function of correlating targets
with the gating technique discussed previously. The algorithm is used
with the Mode C reported altitude. Therefore, it is important to obtain a
basic idea of how it perfocms under such circumstances.
Quantization values of 25 ft and the regular Mode C I00 ft were
tested. The quantization of 25 ft represents two more bits of altitude
information in the Mode C transponder reply. Figure 39 shows sample
altitude and altitude rate time plots fox a 5 fps climb profile. The
estimates are plotted every 3 seconds. Clearly, the quantization size
has a large effect. For the 100 ft quantization case, the altitude
estimate shows the stair-step characteristics. The rate estimate shows
a sequence of transients, the estxmate Jumps to large values and then decays
to zero and so forth. For the 25 ft quantlzatlon case, the altitude esti-
mate does n¢t show the stalr-step characteristics. It follows the true
altitude fairly smoothly. The rate estimate tends to follow the true
value more faithfully. The transient effe=t is still very much in evidence.
This can be seen when the aircraft levels-off. In this phase, the rate
estimate is Jumping around. This is caused by the tendency for the measure-
ments to change quantization levels more frequently. This indicates
that even though the estimates are improved when the quantization is 25 ft,
the classical aB tracker algorithm _ay not provide sufficiently accurate
estimates. The following Table 8 summarizes the error statistics in terms
of average rms. (Mean and standard deviation values do not mean very
much when the estimates contain so much transient behavior.)
Table 8. Quantization Level Effects on Error Magnitudes
Quantization (ft)
I
I00
Altitude error rms (ft) 35
25
73
Altitude rate error rms (fps) 5.3 4.3
, , i
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Effect of the aB Filter Gains The effect of filter gains is
examined by comparing high and low gain configurations. The previously
described correlated error model and a I0 fps climb altitude profile were
used for simulation comparison. The high gain configuration used the
a and B values of 0.5 and 0.15 respectively. This set is the recommended
values for obtaining Own altitude and altitude rate estimates within the
CAS logic. The low gain configuration uses the a and B values of 0.486 and
0.0803, respectively. These gains are derived by the exponential weighting
method. Se_ Eq (59). The altitude measurements are not quantized.
Figure _O shows sample altitude and altitude rate estimate time
plots. The altitude estimates are very slmilar, reflectlng the fact that
the proportional (_) gains are practically equal. The altitude rate
estimates are substantially different. The high gain configuration shows
much larger errors compared to the low gain configuration.
The reason for using a high rate gain (B) is to treck the rate
during the acceleration and deceleration phases, i.e., it provides a _ider band-
width. From the simulation results this point is not apparent. The
low gain configuration does not show a particularly sluggish response
when the altitude levels off. The mean peak error during this period is
a little larger for the latter configuration, however.
Table 9 surm_arizes the steady state error statistics in terms of
error standard deviations.
Table 9. Gain Effects on Error Magnitudes
Altitude error
deviation, ft
High Gain
a=.5
_ .15
35
Low Gain
= .486
= .0803
35
Altitude rate error
deviation, ft/sec 5.5 3.5
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I1
Different Error Characteristics The purpose of this section is
two-fold. One is to examine the effect of additive noise which is injected
to measuremen¢ prior to the quantisation process. The other is to com-
pare the performance of the o8 tracker (without quantization) and the
LOS tracker (with the standard lO0 ft quantlzatlon).
The error variations are (1) zero mean white noise with the standard
deviation of 23.8 ft, (2) the correlated noise identified by Billmann
(Eq (77)), and (3) the same noise but with 95% report validity rate. The
standard deviation of 23.8 ft for the white noise was chosen to match the
steady state standard deviation of the correlated noise. The report
validity rate is defined to be the probablllt7 of receiving a valid reply
to an interrogation transmission. Thus, it means that 5% of the time, the
Mode C reported altitude is missing. The 95% report validity rate is
achievable with the current TCAS II design _9 ].
The flight scenario is a 20 fps climb profile from 2000 (FL20) to 4700 ft
(FL47). Figures 41 and 42 show sample and error statistics time plots
respectively for the white noise case. The a8 tracker results are on
the left and the LOS tracker results are on the right. Figures 43 and 44
show the similar quantities for the correlated noise case and Figs. 45
and 46 show results by using correlated noise and 95% report reliability.
Table I0 shows the su_Bary of the average statistics in comparing these cases.
The following comfnents and remarks are derived from the simulation
results.
(i) As previously stated, the high frequency estimation errors
(as shown by the standard deviations) are smallest for the white
noise additive error case. For the _8 tracker, the explana-
tlon is that this filter is based on the white noise assumption
but not on the time coxrelatlon model. A most likely explanation
for the LST tracker is that the level switching detection logic
utilizes the sur of five me.surements. In this case, indepen-
dent errors tend to cancel each other.
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IStatistical Summary of Additive Noise
Error Effect
_B Tracker
15.5 (13.8)*
2.5 (1_.9)
]..ST Tracker
16.7 (85.7)
1.6 (20.8)
Wh. e Noise
28.9 (23.5) 31.2 (83.9)
Correlated Noise
3.0 (11.9) 2.4 (20.8)
ICorrelated Noise 28.7 (J8.5) 34.9 (85.4)with
55% Reliability 4.6 (12.3) j. 3.3 (20.5)
Altitude standard deviation (ft) Peak mean error (ft)
Altitude rate standard deviation (FPS) Peak mean error (fps)
(ii) The mean errors for the LST tracker are very similar for the
three cases. This indicates that the noise input has a
secondary effect compared to the primary effect of the I00 ft
resolution. The mean errors for the aB tracker are similar
except for the altitude error for the white noise ease which
is smaller.
(iii)The steady state altitude rate errors for the LST tracker
are better than those of the uB tracker. The average improve-
ment is 28%. During level light, the LST tracker is
locked on to the nominal 0 fps. All of the LST tracker errors
in this region reflect the rate noise injected to the altitude
profile generation model. The altitude rate errors for the _8
tracker are affected by the high frequency measurement noise.
(iv) The aB tracker attenuates the white noise magnitude to 66%
in the position estimate (15.5 vs. 23.8 ft). This is not
the case with the correlated noise. In fact, the noise
magnitude is amplified by 21% (28.8 vs. 23.8 ft). This
implies that the filter is not tuned for the colored noise.
The high frequency altitude errors for the LST tracker are
larger by only 12% compared to the aB tracker. This is despite
the i00 ft q_antlzatlon used for the LST algorithm.
(v)
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(vi) The average peak errors for the aB tracker are 18.6 fC and
12.4 fps for the altitude and race. The comparable numbers
for the LST tracker are 85 ft and 20.7 fps. Essentially
the LST tracker errors are induced by pure c/me delay cor-
respoudtn8 rou4_bly to 1001_.
(vli)The d_u_Ic delay cflaes were 12.9 sec for the aB cracker
end 15.7 sec for the LST cracker. Here the dynaalc delay
time is measured by the average time interval between the 4 fps
error point in the _ altlcude race error history. The delay
is thought to be equlvalenC to a rise c/me of between 12.5 and
87.5Z of the step response.
(viii)1_ LST tracker altitude race translenC st=ors at the
time of rate change are considered co be due solely to
the quantizatlon effect. For pracClcal purposes, the same
behavior occurs every _/onte Carlo pass. This is evidenced
by the lack of stendard deviation spread during that period.
(ix) When the altitude report reliability drops co 95Z (i.e.,
one in twenty reports is missing, on the average) the estimation
performance tends Co degrade slightly. However, for
practical intent and purpose, the degradation is not per-
cepcable.
Selected Individual Cases Three selected individual cases are
presented and discussed in this section. The cases presented represent
performances corresponding Co different altitude rate profiles of -5,
I0 and 60 fps. (The 20 fps altitude rate profile was discussed in the
previous section in detail.)
The extreme cases present particular challenges for the estimation
task. The challenge for the 5 fps case is that the dynamic effect is
lost or masked by the I00 ft quantization. New and useful information
is available every 20 sec on the average. That is, the filter algorithm
is "dead-reckoning" for 20 sec before the estimates can be updated. For
the other extreme case of 60 fps, the challenge is thac there is paradoxi-
cally too much information. The level change occurs every 1.67 sec. There-
fore, mall errors in the level switching time computation represents a
large percentage of 1.67 sec; this induces errors in the altitude rate.
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Figure 47 and 48 show the sample and statistical error time plots
for the -5 fps descent profile. Initial altitude is 2,970 ft, and final
altitude is 2,030 ft. These intermediate altitudes were chosen so that the
Mode C reports will be oaciliatory in nature between, for example, .*"_20 and 21
during the final level-off. The following comments and remarks are derived from
the slm_lation results.
(i) As seen in Fig. 47, the altitude rate estimate of the @8
tracker is very noisy, whereas that of the LST tracker is
much more solid. The altitude estimates show a very similar
characterlstlc.
(ii) The initial time delay effect (-30 sec) of the LST tracker
is clearly shown in the altitude and altitude rate estimates.
This is caused by the basic 20 sec time delay until new and
useful information becomes available. The LST tracker
transient behavior at the final level-off is compounded by
the intermediate altitude of 2030 ft. The Mode C reported
altitudes are oscilatory, as can be seen in the altitude
estimate.
(iii)The standard deviations of rate errors are 1.8 and 1.4 fps
for the u8 and LST tracker% respectively. The peak mean
errors are 3.9 and 4.9 fps.
(iv) Time delay for the LST is approximately 30 sec. The transient
error for the a8 tracker is masked by the high frequency error.
Figures 49 and 50 show the sample and statistical error time plots for
the l0 fps climb altitude profile. Initial altitude is 2030 ft, and final
altitude is 3730 ft. The followlnK comments and remarks apply to this case.
(v) Similar to the previous cas_ the LST tracker's estimates
are more "solid" than those of the s8 tracker.
(vi) The time delay effect (-15 sec) of the LST tracker is clcarly
shown in the _ample time plot of the altitude rate estimate.
This causes an altitude overshoot (-lO0 ft) at the level-off
period.
(vii) The standard deviations of the rate errors were 2.0 and 1.3
fps for the a8 and LST trackers, respectively. The peak rate
errors were 4.4 and 6.3 fps. The comparable altitude errors
were 27.0 and 9.8 ft for the s8 tracker and 25.8 and 52.7 ft
for the LST tracker.
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(viii) Dynamic time delay for the LST is approximately 15 sec,
whereas that of the aB tracker is approximately 6 sec. This
applies to the transient behavior.
Figures 51 and 52 show the sample and statistical error time plots
for the 60 fps climb profile. Initial and final altitudes are 1,600 and
10,360 ft. It is noted that the simple altitude select/hold logic used
in the simulation overshoots the reference altitude by 350 ft. This is
caused by the nonlinear elements (velocity and acceleration authority
limitors) in the control loop. The following comments and remarks apply
to this case.
(xi) By comparing the altitude rate estimates in FiR. 51, the LST
tracker estimate (in the steady state region) _s noisier
than that of the _B tracker. This is caused by the deteriora-
tion in the level switching time computation accuracy.
(x) The time delay effect (-6 sec) is very close to that of the
a8 tracker except for the "exponential" tailing off when going
level. The latter is caused by the level occupancy time be-
coming longer as the altltude rate becomes smaller.
(xt) The standard deviations of the rate errors were 3.1 and
4.1 fps for the aB and LST trackers respectively. The peak
rate errors were 14.7 and 21.8 fps. The comparable altitude
errors where 24.8 and 17.4 ft for the aB tracker and 29.5
and 67.1 ft for the LST tracker.
(xii) The transient period for the LST tracker is longer than
that of the _B tracker. The average periods were 26.7 and
32.4 sec. The transient period is defined to be that period
where there is 6 fps and the larger rate errors.
Table ii shows the summary of the statistical errors for the
four cases
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Table 11. Statistical Summary for Different
Altitude Rate Profiles
-5 fps
I0 fps
aB Tracker
22.9 ( 0 )
1.8 (3.9)
27.0 (9.8)
2.0 (4.4)
LST Tracker
25.8 (52.7)
1.3 (6.3)
28.9 (23.5) 31.2 (83.9)
20 fps
3.0 (11.9) 2.4 (20.8)
24.8 (17.4) 27.5 (69.1)
60 fps
3.1 (14.7) 4.1 (21.8)
* Altitude Standard deviation (ft) Peak mean error (ft)
Altitude rate standard dev. (fps) Peak mean error (fps)
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Conclusions
Based on the simulation results presented, certain conclusions
can be drawn. The performance of the aB tracker with the fine resolu-
tion altitude measurements as input is the basis for comparison.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
The low gain a_ tracker configuration performs better than
the high gain configuration. The altitude rate estimate
is smoother without sacrificing fast response time.
If the additive noise is correlated (as in this study)
rather thanindependent, the basic aB tracker configuration
needs to be modified.
The LST tracker performance is very credible considering
that it must work with the I00 ft Mode C quantlzation. In
the low speed (-5 fps) and medium speed (I0-20 fps) regimes
the estimates are smoother than those of the aB tracker.
The peak mean errors caused by the time delay due to the i00 ft
quantization are larger. In the high speed regime (-60 fps),
the LST estimates are somewhat inferior.
The basic dynamic delay problem with the LST tracker remains
the fundamental problem. Compared to the a8 tracker the
delay represents an extra -20 sec at 5 fps and -6 sec at 60 f_s.
However, this may be a limit which can not be solved by compu-
tational considerations alone. For example, it may require a
cross-link of on-board generated altitude rate estimates.
In the next chapter, implications of these errors will be discussed
from the collision avoidance logic point of view.
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VCOLLISION AVOIDANCE LOGIC
AND
CDTI SENSOR IMPLICATIONS
In the previous three chapters, various configurations and algorithms
were discussed to generate state estimates of intruder and Own aircraft
relative kinematics. Performance comparisons were made in terms of
"raw" estimation error statistics using Monte Carlo simulations. The
comparative analyses have provided a great deal of useful information as
to the relative merits. However, the information per se does not provide
acceptability of a particular estimation a18orlthm to certain applications.
The main purpose of this chapter i_ to discuss the estimation algorithm per-
formance in terms of CDTI and TCAS appllcations.
The method of linear error analysis is mainly utillzed. This method
is simply stated as follows: If a dependent variable, y, is a function
of several statistically independent variables, x i, as
y = f(xl,x2,...,x n) ,
then the errors are related within the first order terms as
6y = Efi(xl,..,Xn)6Xi ,
i
where fi(.) is the partial derivative of f with respect to x i.
standard deviation of y can be computed by the formula
Oy = f2 (Xl,X2 ,..,xn;ox .
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Sampling Period Schedullng Logic Appllcation
One of the unique features of the enhanced TCAS II designed by
Bendix is its ability to time the interrogation/reply surveillance schedule
under microprocessor control. This ability is enabled by a relatively
narrow interrogation transmission beam_aidth end the beam stabilization
with respect to Own aircraft orientation. The narrow interrogation
beam-width, the selective interrogation time scheduling, and several
levels of whisper/shout po_r sequencing give it the ability to operate
in a very high density (up to 0.4 aircraft/nmi 2) tzaftic environment.
D°
r
The scheduling logic criterion is given by
where
At s = min (Atr, At b, Atz, 8 sec} ,
At =
r
Atb =
At =
z
time for the range to change I000 ft,
time for the bearing to change 3 deg, and
time for the altitude to change 250 ft.
This is not the sole test. The other test is the target threat status.
If a target is declared a preliminary threat, then the surveillance of that
target is cycled at i sec intervals.
Range ,Samplin_ Scheduling
mathematically by
At r = Izo /;I ,
where r is the range rate expressed in fps.
is computed based on the estimates, thus
At - Izooo/ l.
r
The range scheduling tSme is defined
(83)
In reality, the schedule time
(84)
The difference betwee_ Eqs (83) and (84) is in the precision loss induced
by the range rate estimate error. If the difference is denoted by 6At , the
following first order equation is obtained
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where 6r is the estimation error in the range rate estimate. Dividing
both sides by At r, Eq (85) says that the positive (negative) percentage
error in the range sampling schedule time is identical to the negative
(positlve) percentage error in range rate estimate. Based on the Range
Filter Performance Summary Table 7 in Chapter III, the following Table 12
can be derived.
l_om Table 12 the maximum percentage deviation due to the range
rate estimation error is 22%; thus, it is apparent that the range error
would not significantly affect the sample scheduling time computation.
One note of caution should be mentioned here. The range rate errors are
computed based on the measurements available in one second intervals.
Therefore, when the measurement cycle is, for example, 3.7 (or 4) sac, then
the range rate error is expected to be much larger. Even if the errors were
four times larger, the changes would be less than 1 sac. (The exception
is that thr_y would be 1.7 sec deviation for the range c8 tracker case.)
Altitude Samplin_ Schedule
analysis can be performed for the altitude axis. The altitude error
equation corresponding to the range error Eq (85) is given by
2s0 . . At
6tz ffi z " '
z
Analogous to the range case a similar
(86)
or in terms of percentage
lO0 • (6tzlAt z) % = - lO0 • (_I_) (87)
Referring to the altitude tracker statistical performance in Table Ii,
it is clear that the altitude sample scheduling time is not affected for
the low to medium altitude rate (up to 15 fps) cases. For example, a
+ 100 % increase in altitude rate error represents 30 fps of estimate instead of
the nominal 15 fps. Accordingly, the computed sample schedule time is
9.3 sec instead of the true 16.7 sec. In both cases, the sampling period
would be 8 sac because of the imposed 8 sac minimum.
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Table 12. Percent Error Ln Range Sample
Scheduling Time Computation (set)
Encottnter
Tail Chase
Route ix
Cross-
ing 2x
Ix
Nominal
Range Rate
& Sampling
Time
160 kt
3.7 sec
Non-Aided
4.3 (1)
Target- &
Own-Aided
4.0
Range
aB
11.4
Range
Square
aBy
5.6
2.4 1.8 6.5 2.7
280 kt
2.1 sec 4.4 3.4 12.7 5.0
3.0 2.0 5.5 2.2
340 kt
Head-
on 2x 1.8 sec
4x
3.1
Parallel Ix
0 - 400 kt
Turn-
8 - 1.5 sec
in
2x
7.5 (2)
(18.2)
10.7 4.7
21.7 9.4
10.6 7.4
(9) (14.6)
19. i
(7.4)
9.9
(18.7)
5.9 10.6
(14.6)
(I) Percentage change to Interrogation Scheduling Time.
(2) Computed based on the relative range rate of 2C0 kt.
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When the altitude rate is larger than 15 fps, there could be some
deterioration. Over estimation of altitude rate (ire., the magnitude of the
estimate is larger than the magnitude of true state) would in fact help
the estimation process by providing the measurements at a higher than
nominal sampllng rate. Thus, the deterioration occurs only when the
altitude rate is significantly underestimated. In the 60 fps vertical
profile case, the nominal sampling period is 4.2 sec. If the rate is
underestimated by 15 fps as in the aB tracker case, then the computed
period is 5.6 sec with the difference of + 1.4 sec. If the rate is
underestimated by 22.2 fps as in the LST tracker case, the corresponding
values would be 6.6 sec and + 2.4 sec. Because of the relatively long
duration of the _ranslent error with that magnitude, the longer-than-
.nominal sampling period would last approximately 15 sec and 20 sec for
the aB and LST trackers, respectively. (It is not meaningful to discuss
the a_ tracker results in this application except for comparison purposes,
because Own measurements are available every second.)
As mentioned previously, the above discussion is somewhat simplistic
in the sense that the estimation error was generated based on the one
second sampling interval and not the computed sampling rate. However,
the results can be considered the expected errors under the best circumstances.
It is expected that the transient errors of the LST tracker would be sub-
stantially worse at long sample intervals.
Collision Avoidance Logic Applications
The range and altitude are closely monitored by the collision
avoidance system (CAS) logic in order to ascertain an intruder's threat
status. Actually the CAS logic consists of two parts. One is to determine
the presence of a threat (called Threat Detection Logic), and the other is to
determine an escape maneuver (called Resolution Determination Logic). The
main concern here is the detection performance. Basically, the (vertlcalCAS)
detection logic consists of two Farts. One is the so-called range tes_,
and the other is the altitude test.
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When the range is clo,:;Ing, the ravge test monitors the range closure
time called tau (z r) • Mathematically the test is expressed as
f-d
rx - : e (88)
r e T
r
where d is the minimum range guard and 8 is the threshold value. When
r T
x r is less than the threshold, 0 , the intruder is said to pass the
range test. The value of d r varies from 0.075 to 1.3 nmi, and O varies
from 18 to 35 sec, both depending on own altitude.
The main idea of the altitude test is to examine the projected relative
altitude T sec into the future. If the projection is within a threshold
r
then the intruder is said to pass the altitude test. Mathematically, the
altitude test is expressed as
^ _ ^ • _ - * (89)[(Zo ZT) + _r (Zo ZT) ]: 8z
The altitude threshold (Oz) value varies from 750 to 950 ft, again depending
on Own altitude.
Because these tests utilize the estimates, it is necessary to examine
the effect of the estimation errors on the tests. These are discussed in
the following sections using linear error analysis methods. As typical
parameter values, 1 nmi, 30 sec and 850 ft are used for the minimum range
guard, the projection threshold and the relative altitude _hreshold,
respectively.
Range .Closure Time
to gq (88) is given by
6_ = _ ! (_r - x
r
The linear perturbation error equation corresponding
_i) . (90)
I
Assuming that 6r and _r are independent _.e., E{6r 6r} = _ the standard
deviations are related by
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1 T2 1/2o = -- [ o2 + o'2] • (91)
r r r r
Referring to Tsble 7 in Chapter III and using 30 sec foz z
r' the
following Table 13 is obtained. The error for the parallel turn-in case
was computed using the root mean square instead of the standard deviation
values at 200 kt. The following commnts and remarks apply.
(1) All the tracker configurations performed well for rectilinear
encounter kinematics. The worst was 6.5 sec error for the
a£ tracker for the head-on case when the measurement noise
was four times the nominal. 6.5 sec is 22_ of the nominal
30 sec. Thus, for this cas_ 34_ of the time, the threat
warning would be delayed 6.5 sec (i.e., there would be
23.5 sec left for appropriate escape maneuvers.)
(li) The closure time errors for the parallel turn-ln case vary
from 4.2 to 6.3 sec for all configurations except the aided
tracker. "Half" of the errors are attributable to the dynamic
delay error. This implies the errors are sustained for the
duration of the maneuver. Therefore, the averaging of the
closure times over a few measurement Intervals would not im-
prove the error. Therefore, this would be a vulnerable period. The
degradation of the s8 tracker performance is less than the other
two trackers. This is due to the high feedback gains.
(ill) The closure time errors are comported on a steady state
basis. The errors would be larger during the initial transient
period. (This is especially true for the Range square a87 tracker.)
This implies that the CAS protection is not reliable for
pop-up targets. Pop-up targets are the ones which remain
in the antenna's shadow until it is at a very close proximity of
Own. In this case, the trackers would not have sufficient tlme
to settle the initial transient errors.
In conclusion,lt can be stated that all of the trackers provide
good range protection for steady state rectilinear encounter kinematics.
The protection becomes severely deteriorated during maneuvering periods
except for the aided tracker configuration. Because of the long settllng
time, the Range square aBy tracker does not provide good protection for
very close pop-ups.
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Table 13. Range Closure Time Errors (sec)
r
Nominal Target- & Range RangeEncounter Non-Aided
Range Rate (ken-Aided a8 Square
agy
Tail Chase
Route Ix
Cross-
£ng 2x
Ix
Head- --
on 2x
4x
lX
Parallel
Tu_-
2x
in
160 kt 1.3 1.2 3.4 1.7
0.7 0.6 2.0 0.8
280 kt
1.4 1.0 3.9 1.5
0.9 0.6 1.6 0.7
340 kt 1.8 1.3 3.2 1.4
3.3 2.5 6.5 2.8
5.7 0.9 4.2 4.90-400
kt
6.3 1.8 6.1 5.4
Altitude Projection Error Analysis The altitude protection is
provided by monitoring the projected relative altltude. The projection
time is when the range is expected to be the minimum. See r_ (89). The
effect of the estimation errors on the altitude protection can be
analyzed by examining the linearlzed projection errors.
Assuming the projection period of 30 sec and utilizing the
statistical errors for the altitude trackers given by Table ii, the
following Table 14 of the projection errors is obtained.
The following remarks and comments are derived from the results.
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Table 14. Altitude Projection Errors (T=30 sec)
Vertical
Rate
5 fps
10 fps
20 fps
60 fps
_B Tracker
76.9 (1) (117.0) (2)
140.0 (3)
87.0 (141.8)
166.4
118.9 (380.5)
398.6
117.8 (458.4)
473.3
LST Tracker
67.5 (177.7)
190.1
64.8 (241.7)
250.2
103.2 (707.9)
715.4
152.5 (723.1)
739.0
(I) standard deviation
(2) worst mean error
(3) root mean square of (1) and (2)
(1) The range of errors for the aB tracker is
standard deviation: 76.9 - 118.9 ft;
peak mean error : 117.0 - 458.4 ft;
rms of these two : 140.0 - 473.3 ft.
These errors apply to projecting Om_ altitude 30 sec into
the future.
(ii) The range of errors for the LST tracker is
standard deviation: 64.8 " 152.5 ft;
peak mean error : 177.7 - 723.1 ft;
rms of these two : 190.1 - 739.0 ft.
These errors apply to projecting the intruder altitude 30 sec
into the future.
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(iii) If the above sets are combined in an ru_ sense, then
*_e relative projection errors are obtained.
standard deviation: 100.6 - 193.4 ft;
peak mean error : 212.8 - 856.2 ft;
rms of these two : 235.4 - 877.7 ft.
(iv) The worst combined errors represent 27.7 to 103.3% of
the altitude separation threshold of 850 ft.
(v) The major contributor of the combined errors is the
peak mean errors of the LST tracker. The source of
this error is, of course, the inherent tracker error
introduced by the I00 ft quantizatlon. Thus, during
this transient period, the LST estimates vould not
provide sufficient protection.
(vi) During the constant altitude rate flight (for both
intruder and Own), the combined errors are less than
200 ft (23.5Z of 850 ft). If no other error source
is present, the estimation precision may be sufficient
to gauge the threat situation.
(vii) The estimation error statistical data were obtained by
assuming a high frequency error of _ 23.8 ft _ Io
and the Mode C i00 ft quantization. Low frequency errors
such as bias, scale factor or pressure transducer
dynamic delay errors were not considered. For complete
assessment, these error sources need to be factored into
the analysis.
Three conclusions can be drawn based on the above simple analysis.
(a) If both intruder and Own maintain steady altitude rates,
then the vertical threat assessment can _e made with
sufficient precision.
(b) During transient periods, the dynamic delay errors may not
allow accurate threat assessment.
(c) If the combined low frequency (bias, scale factor, or drift)
error is 200 ft or larger, then the vertical threat assessment
accuracy becomes marginal.
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One vs. Two Dimensional Horizontal Test The range test given by
Eq (88) is called the modi£1ed tau test. The more standard test is
given by
T r can be interpreted to be the time to collision (r + _r _0). When
the relative kinematics are non-accelerating and when the aircraft are in
collision courses, the above interpretation is correct. However, it
is no longer correct if the miss-distance is non-zero. In fact, the test
Ea (92) is inefficient in the sense that it passes many non-threatening
intruders; these are unnecessary alarms.
The one dimensional range test Eq (92) is designed for range-altitude
TCAS, especially the so-called active BCASwhich is the direct predecessor
to the current minimum TCAS II. It does not require a directional (bearing)
capability. In light of the added enhanced TCAS II capabilities, a
better two dimensional test is available utilizing accurate bearing
measurements as well as stabilization with respect to Own attitude
orientation.
Now assuming rectilinear motions, range is given by
r(t) = [(x+ 2 + (y+ 2l 1/2 , (93)
where x, y, x and y (8 notation is dropped here) are constant. The
so-called time to closest point of approach (_CPA) is defined to be the
value of t which minimize r(t). The miss distance (m d) is the minimum
range. These two quantities are computed by the following formula:
"rCpA = (xx + y_,)/v 2 ; md = Ix_"- yxl/v (94)
where v is the relative speed defined by
v = [_2 ÷ _21 1/2 .
It is noted that ZCPA and Zr are in general different.
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The two dimensional horizontal test would take the following form
TOp A_ e .AND. md <_ em ,
(95)
where Ox iB the same as in Eq (88) and (92),and e m is the minimum
miss-distance threshold. (O m amy or _y not be the same as dr.)
Actually, the condition "md _< Ore" is sufficient to identify threat
status as long as XCPA is positive. The condition "XCPA <--ST" states
that one can wait until 0 sec to go before he must take an evasive
T
action.
The range can be expressed in terms of xCp A and md as
2 xCPA)2 ] 1/2r(t) ffi [md + v2(t - (96)
by defining tlme-to-go, tG =
2 v 2 t_] 1/2r(tG) = [md +
ZCp A - t , then range-to-go becomes
(97)
The range closure time, Xr, is given b:,
2 v 2 2 (md/v)2 + t2
md + tc (98)
2 t G
r v t G
Figure 53 shows the relationship between T r and t G. When the miss distance
is zero (i.e., collision), then the range closure time is the same as
When an intruder is identified to be a near-miss by the two dimen-
sional test Eq (95), then it automatically satisfies the modified range tau
test Eq (90), if the intruder is closing at all. However, the standard
range tau test (92) may or may not be satisfied. In the case of a near-miss
with md = 0.3 nmi and 0 c = 30 sec, the test is satisfied if the relative
speed, v, is equal to or greater than 72 kt; otherwise, it would not be.
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Figure 53. Range Closure Time as a Function of Time-to-go
There are numerous (infinite) unnecessary alarm examples of passing
the standard or modified range test but not the two dimensional test. A
typical example is shown in Fig. 54. At t=O, Own flies due north at
200 kt. Intruder flles with 150 deg heading at 300 kt. The initial intruder
position is exactly 3.5 nml due north of Own. The following CAS pars-
meters can be computed:
miss distance, md
time to CPA, TCp A
range @ t=O
range rate @ t=0
standard tau @ t=0 -
modified tau @ t-O =
= 1.08 nmi
= 24.75 sec
= 3.5 nml
= -459.8 kt
27.38 sec
19.56 sec.
If the miss distance threshold is I nmi, the intruder will not be
classified as a threat, since md • I nmi. ZCp A states the miss distance
is reached in 25 _ec. However, if the tau threshold is 30 sec. then both
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the standard and modified range tau tests are passed, i.e., this intruder
will be classified as a threat. Therefore, this is an instance of
unnecessary alarm. The above discussion and example show that the two
diaensional horizontal test is a stronger and a better threat detection
criterion than the one dimensional range tau tests.
Error Analysis The next step is to determine how well these para-
meters can be determined from the state estimates. The linear error
analyses of these parameters vith respect to the estimation errors becomes
very complex. Therefore, the Monte Carlo simulation was performed. The
simulation scenario vas the head-on encounter (Case (C) of FIg. 14). True
miss-distance is 0.31 hal.
The Monte Carlo simulation program was modified to compute the miss-
distance (m d) and the time to the Closest Point of Approach (XCp A). These
are computed based on the true state variables, the non-aided x-y filter
state estimates and the Target- and Own-Aided x-y Kalman filter state
estimates. The measurement update period is 1 sec. Simulations were run
for the nominal, twice the nominal and four times the nominal range and
bearing errors. To repe_t, the nominal Is defined to have a ranging error of
+ 75 ft (_io) and a bearing error of _ 1 deg (_io). The errors are
assumed to be independent white noise.
Table 15 shows the summary of simulation results. It is organized
to show the error dependence on the range as well as the noise level. For
example, at range of 5.7 nmi, the time to the closest point of approach is
60 sec. At this point in this partlcular encounter, the md and tcp A errors
based on the Non-Aided filter estimates with the nominal measurement errors
were 0.35 nml and 1.87 sec, respectively. This means that 68% of the time
the md estimate is between 0.0 to 0.66 nml compared to the true value of
the 0.31 nmi. If the miss-distance protection is 1 nml, then 95% (2o band)
of the time the test would make a correct assessment. The following
coments and remarks are derived from the simulation results.
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Table 15. Summary of l_ss-Dtstance and Time to CPA Errors
Range
TCPA
Non-Aided Filter Measurement
Error Level
nominal
5.7 nmi 2 times
60 sec
4 times
nominal
md _CPA
(nmi) (sec)
0.35 (I) 1.87 (2)
0.73 4.17
1.48 9.53
0.27 1.13
O. 51 2.67
1.03 6.6
0.16 0.73
0.28 1.53
0.52 3.47
Aided Filter
a d
0.24 1.13
0.43 2.40
0.90 5.33
0.19 0.67
0.31 1.43
0.64 3.53
0.11 0.43
0.20 0.90
0.34 2.03
4.2 nml
45 sec
2.7 nml
30 sec
2 times
4 times
nominal
2 times
4 times
(1) mXss-discance standard deviation (nmi)
(2) tYme Co CPA standard deviation (see)
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(i)
(ii)
(iv)
The errors are, for all practical purposes, proportional
to the TCAS sensor error magnitude.
At the range of 4.2 nmi (45 sec to CPA), the non-aided
tracker would make a 100% correct assessuent, if the
measurement errors are nominal. This drops to 68% at twice
the nominal. At four times the nominal values, the ratio
would be less than 50%.
At the same range, the aided filter would make a correct
threat assessment of 100Z up to two times the nominal.
At four times level, the reliability drops to 68%.
The _CPA errors are not significant, the maxlmum being
6.6 sec. This would still afford sufficient protection
time.
At the range of 2.7 nmi (30 sec to CPA), the estimates
improve substantially. Both trackers would make a correct
assessment of almost I00% of the time with up to two
times the nominal error.
At four times the nominal, the reliability drops to _5Z
and 90% for the non-aided and aided filter respectively.
At this range, the worst TCp A error was 3.5 sec for the non-
aided tracker at four times the nominal measurement error
level. T_._ error represents 11%. This magnitude of time
error is thought to be noncritical.
It should be strongly e_phaslzed that the above comments are based
on a single simulation. The reliability numbers are based on the assump-
tlon that the errors are normally distributed. The analysis should not
be taken at the 10 -6 type precision. With these caveats, an important
conclusion emerges; at the critical time of 30 sec-to-go, the two dimen-
sional tests can assess threat status fairly accurately. One corollary
is that the threat assessment becomes more accurate as the range becomes
closer.
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CI_I Applications
The CDTI's major function is to provide the surrounding traffic informa-
tion base to the pilots. Therefore, the CDTI estimation accuracy require-
ments depend on how the pilots choose to use it. Obviously very accurate
position information is not needed if the pilots want to be simply aware of
proxlmite traffic. If the CDTI is used to perform sophisticated Electronic
Flight Rule (EFR) tasks, then hlghly accurate estimates may be needed. The
EFR tasks may include self-spacing along a route, route-crosslng, merge into
a traffic stream and so on.
Because of the human factor element in the CDTI applications the only
meaningful way to determine the CDTI accuracy requirements is through pilot-
in-the-loop simulation study. However, in this environment, other issues
come into play such as display size, brightness, contrast, symbology and
so forth. A recent simulation study [ 20 ] obtained two results concerning
parameters relating to CDTI estimation accuracy requirements.
(a) Displayed traffic position errors with standard-devistion values
up to 0.3 nmi range and 8° azimuth had negligible effect on the
ability of the pilots to perform the self-spacing task; and
(b) Display of the lead aircraft grom_dspeed was found to affect
the mean spacing performance, especially during periods of
speed or spacing changes. Pilot comments cited the ground-
speed information as a definite aid in performing the spacing
task.
These must be considered as two separate factors, since it is not possible
to obtain accJzate ground speed estimates when the measurement error
magnitudes are 0.2 nmi and 8 deg for the range and bearing, respectively.
It is also interesting to note that the ground speed information was used
by the experiment pilots as a damping signal to prevent spacing "overshoot".
It is safe to say that the accuracy per se will not be a major issue
unless, for example, an In-trail following "flight director" signal was
generated and incorporated as an integral part of the CDTI symbology. In such
a case, the connections between the (pilot) performance, the flight
director accuracy,and the underlying state estimation accuracy can be
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II quantiLatlve simulation analysis. It is very diffi_ult to specify
estimation accuracy requirements for the CDTI applications in acom-
prehensive quantitative way.
In the follow_ng section_ effects of measurement and corresponding
estimation errors are discussed with respect to selected CDTI variables.
Also discussed are smoothing (as opposed to filtering) algorithms for
selected CDTI aFplications.
BearinK Errors In many cases, the surrounding traffic information
ks superimposed with other symbology on an EHSI (Electronic Horizontal
Situation Indicat_r) or an MFD (Mult_Function Disp!_y). Other information
may _tclude reference air-route, map and terrain information, waypoints
and navaids. Thu_ the traffic position would be referenced to
a local-£evel map fixed coordinate system. (See Fig. 55 .) This can be
accomplished by transforming the TCAS measurements - relative range (r),
bearing (b) and altitude (z) - to a uorth referenced Own fixed local level
coordinate system utilizing Own body attitude angles. To this relative
NED position is added Own earth-fixed NED position to obtain the "true"
horizontal projection. This process is explained in Appendix A. (See Fig.
A-1.) When Own attitude angles are not properly accounted for, then the
horizontal projection could be substantially in error [21]. The angle, b+_
(TCAS relative bearing plus Own heading), is not the true horizontal
bearing with respect to north, when the Own roll or pitch angles are
non-zero. For a 20 deg roll angle, for example, the peak error (depends
on (9) would be 5 deg if target elevation is 10 deg (Fig. 5_. Thus, it
is safe to say that proper transformation must be performed either within
or outside tbe TCAS processor for the CDTI application.
Assuming that the above problem is solved, we need to discuss high
frequency error magnitude. The draft TCAS MOPS specifies the error magnitude
as 9 deg rms. Flight test results of one pre-productlon TCAS, designed
by Da]Jno Victor, showed the bearing error of 5-10 deg rms [22]. _ench test
results of TCAS Engineering Unit designed by Bendix showed the error
magnitude between 0.6-2 deg (la) [23]. Some of these numbers are preliminary.
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Considering the findings of the aforementioned NAB/. study, these error
magnitudes are within the maximum allowable for the CDTI applications,
provided that some filtering is performed prior to displaying it to the
pilots. Certainly, these are sufficiently accurate in terms of clock angle
indications to aid pilots in VFR applications.
According to the TCAS MOPS, the following Cartesian a8 estimation
algorithm has been used successfully to develop smoothed target bearing
estimates from reply measurements.
Initiation The bearing and range measurement of each repl> are
used to form x and y position: x ffir cos(b) and y = r sin(b).
The first three measurements are used to form a least-squares
estimate of the x and y positions and velocities•
Prediction A predicted x,y positicn for the next scan is formed
by adding the product of the last-scan velocity estimate and the
time since the last scan to the last-scan position estimate.
Ud_ If a valid measurement is available it is combined with
the range measurement to form the x and y measurements. The update
is made using a standard _8 tracker algorithm in both x and y.
The gains are the same in the x and y coordinates. The gains vary
during the first eight scans following initiation, and then are held
constant, as shown below.
Track age 8
4 sec 0.700 0.300
5 0.600 0.200
6 0.524 0.143
7 0.464 0.107
8 0.416 0.083
9 0.378 0.067
10 0.345 0.054
ii or more 0.318 0.045
The position update equation in x is:
x(t) estimate - x(t) prediction + [u * (x(t) measurement -
X(t) prediction)] •
The velocity update equation _m x is:
8
x(t) estimate = x(t-T) estimate + [ _ * (x(t) measurement -
x(t) prediction)] ,
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where T is the tlme difference between the current and previous
measurement s.
The y equations are analogous.
Bearing Computation The updated x and y are converted to bearing
using the tangent function.
It should be commented that the above filtering algorithm is
used to correlate transponder replies and target t_acks internally stored
in the TCAS surveillance processor. The algorithm would not provide good
position (or bearing) estimates for the CDTI applications if Own aircraft
undergoes a maneuver (either pitch or roll). This point was explained
previously in this section. A better way to obtain required estimates for
the CDTI appllcations is (1) to obtain the north referenced local level x
and y measurements using Own, ¢,gand _ and r and b from the TCAS, then (2)
to use the aB tracker algorlthm described in Chapter II to obtain the hori-
zontal slate estimates from which the bearing estimate can be computed. As
mentioned previously, the attitude stabilization can be performed in the CDTI
processor module outside the TCAS as long as timing is synchronized.
Target Prediction Vector Error The target prediction vector is
sometimes included in the CDTI symbology - see Fig. 55. The Own pilot
can extract valuable target short term future information from this vector.
The prediction vector is computed based on target ground speed (v G)
and ground track angle (_G). Thesc variables are given by
' ' 2 _ _)2] 1/2
vG = [(x0 + Ax) + (Y0 + A
_G ffi tan-1 [(Yo + gY)/(x0 + Ax)] ,
and (99)
(100)
where x0 and YO are Own horizontal velocity components provided by the on-
board navigation system,and Ax and _y are the TCAS relative velocity
estimates. Obvlously, the ground speed and ground track errors would depend
not only on the TCAS errors but also on the on-board navigation system.
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#The navigation errors vary according to available navaids, configuration
and geometry, body rate sensor or INS, and so on. The target ground
speed is sometimes included in the target data tag. Numerical values of
the ground speed and flight level are shown along with the target
identification. :'hus, the Own pilot would have a ready reference with
respect to his Own instrument reading.
In order to assess the TCAS sensor effect on the above parameters, a
simple in-trail following scenario was incorporated into the Monte Carlo
simulation program. The ground speed and track angle estimates were
computed eccording to Eqs (99) and (100), except the Own velocity
components were used. The error statistics between the estimated and true
variable_ were obtained from this simulation.
The in-trail following scenario was a simple one simulating downwind
turn to final. The lead aircraft was placed 3.8 nmi ahead of Own flying
due north at 200 kt. After flying straight for 1.8 nmi, the lead executes
a 170 °, 15 ° bank angle left turn, and then flies due south. Own follows the
lead by flying due north at 220 kt and executing a similar turn at approxi-
mately the same location. These were performed open-loop, and the initial
conditions and flight parameters were made slightly different so that
the lead and Own would not traverse the same trajectory. Figure 57 shows
the horizontal projections.
Figure 58 shows statistical error time plots of the ground speed
and track angle estimates based on the non-aided x y tracker configura-
tion. Only the non-aided tracker results are presented and discussed.
For the aided tracker configuration, the estimation accuracy of the tar-
get ground speed and tracker angle does not directly reflect the CDTI
position sens, r accuracy.
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The simulation data were taken for three levels of sensor measurement
error: nominal, twice, and four times the nominal. The following
comments and remarks are derived from the results.
(i) As expected, the high frequency errors are dependent on
the relative position and velocity. When the lead is
directly ahead of Own and aligned, the ground-speed
error is proportlonal to range error, but the heading
error is more affected by the bearing error. However,
when the allgnment becomes more oblique, the range and
bearing errors are no longer orthogonal; thus, mixing
into both speed and angle estimates.
(il) This can be seen in all three ground speed error plots.
After the initial transient period, the range standard
deviation is w .ll; as the bearing deviates from 0 as the
lead turns, the error becomes larger; finally, as both
aircraft line up in the same direction after the turn
the error becomes smaller again. The opposite behavior
is true for the heading error. After the initial
transient period, the heading error is relatively large;
as the bearing becomes more oblique, the heading error
becomes smaller; and finally, when both aircraft llne up,
it becomes larger.
(il) The standard deviations for the ground speed were 13.0,
21.5, and 41.7 knots, and the average peak mean errors
were 19.4, 21.3, and 30 knots for nominal, twice and
four times error levels, respectively.
The standard deviations for the heading were 5.8, 10.3,
and 19 9° and the peak mean errors were 5.4, 6.3, and
8.7 ° .
The standard deviations of the heading error are roughly
proportional to the sensor-error level. The ground
speed error shows a trend, but it is not as clear-cut
as for the heading errors. The peak errors are similar; for the
nominal and twice nominal cases. They are 19.4 vs 21.3 knots
and 5.4 vs 6.3 °, but at four times the nominal, the peak
mean errors increases almost 50%.
(ill) If the numerical value of the target ground speed is to
be shown as a part of target-data tag, then it may be
advisable to quantize the magnitude so that pilots are
not annoyed by the noisy digital indication.
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(iv) The third row of the summary Table 16 shows the 60 sec
projected position as based on 200 knot target speed. The
table shows the standard deviation and the ma.ximmn rms magni-
tude. Accordingly, for example, in the case of the nominal
sensor error level, the tip of the target prediction vector
would, on the average, move _0.4 nml (_Io) from one sample
period to another. This imp_les that, at a dlsplay scale of
1 nmi/inch, the vector tip hops around 0.4 inch.
This indicates that the digital display of the ground
speed and the target prediction vector may be pilot
selectable CDTI functions, i.e., the pilot might choose
to suppress the display elements if the signal quality
becomes below his acceptable level.
Table 16. Summary of Prediction Vector Error
for Non-Aided x y Tracker
Ground-speed Error
knots
Heading Error
degrees
Prediction Position
Error (60 sec) nmi
Nominal Twice Nominal 4 Times Nominal
13 n(1)
(1914) (2)
5.8
0.4 (3)
(0.49) (4)
21.5
(21.3)
10.3
0.70
(0.86)
41.7
(30.0)
19.9
1.35
(1.53)
(I) Average standard deviation.
(2) Average peak mean error.
(3) Standard deviation of 60 sec prediction position error.
(4) Maximum rms 60 sec prediction position error.
The following are tentative conclusions. It should be noted that
they are based on simulation results of one particular scenario, and the
TCAS/CDTI sensor is the only error source.
(a) The target ground speed and heading angle estimates may
provide useful CDTI information if the sensor error
magnitudes are less than _ 150 ft (_ic) and +__2° (+la) for
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the range and bearing, and if the underlying relative
geometry is favorable.
(b) The target ground speed and headlng-related CDTI display
parameters, such as the ground-speed data tag or the
target prediction vector, may (should) be made pilot
selectable functions. Pilots would be able to decide
at what noise level these signals cease to become use-
ful for their tasks.
The conslusions are supported to a certain extent by a simulation study.
A NASA study [ 24] showed that the pilot's intrail-following performance
did not deteriorate much (qualitatively speaking) for up to 20 knots of
target ground-speed indication.
Application of Smoothing Algorithms. In some CDTI applications,
the state estimates at some past time are more important than those at
the current time. This is the case with the so-called Constant Time
Delay in-trail following task. Very briefly, this criterion states that
the Own follows the I.ead TD seconds later. Mathematically, it can be
expressed as:
do(t) = dT(t-T D) (i01)
where do(. ) and dT(. ) are the distances traveled by Own and the Lead
along a fixed air route, and T D is a fixed delay time. The current Own
position is where target was T D sec ago. One of the major advantages
of this criterion compared to others (for example, a Constant Time Predictor)
is that the velocity profile must be identical except for the time delay,
i.e.,:
Vo(t) = VT(t-TD) . (102)
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Reference [ 25 ] discusses analytical aspects of the various in-trail
following criterion.
From the regulator control viewpoint, the perturbation acceleration
command, 6ac, to satisfy the criterion of Eq (101) may be expressed as:
_ac(t ) = Kp[d0(t)-dT(t-TD)]+KD[vo(t)-VT(t-TD) ] (103)
where _ and KD are the proportional and derivative regulator gains.
Equation (103) may be a basis for a flight director design via a
speed-error tape indicator, or an outer-loop guidance law design; how-
ever, it is not advocated that Eq (103) is implemented exactly. Exact
implementation would depend on other factors such as the inner-loop
design.
It is interesting to obtain a rough idea of sensor noise effect on
the acceleration command error. The following are assumed:
position error = 60 ft (io);
speed error = 13 knots (Io);
proportional gain (Kp) = (0.2) 2 sec
-i
derivative gain (_) = 0.2 sec
-2
; and
Then the acceleration command error standard deviation, Oa, is
given by:
oa = [Kp2Od2 + KD2Ov2] _ = 2.6 knots/sec
Obviously, this would be excessive. I_st of the above error is
attributable to the velocity error.
(1o4)
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In the majority of the CDTI symbology devised for simulation
studies, the pilots extract the necessary control parameters from the
history dots with one exception [ 26]. In the exception case, a flight
director type display was also used in conjunction with the history
dots. The Lead past positions are displayed as d_ts. The one
corresponding to Tvsec ago is marked specially, and the target ground
speed alphanumerics may be shown by the special symbol as the speed
reference. The pilot tries to put Own aircraft symbol on the dot with
the proper speed to satisfy the criterion.
Those display parameters (especially the ground speed) were generated
based on simulated true values. However, in actuality, these must be based
on the estimates. There are essentially two methods of generating the position
and velocity estimates, dT(t-TD) and VT(t-TD). One is to use the
filtering algorithm, i.e.,
E{dT(t-T D) I measurements up to time t-TD}. (Io5)
The other is to use the smoothing algorithm, i.e.,
E{dT(t-TD) Imeasurements up to time t} (106)
Here, the notiation E{ } means the s_andard conditional expectation. A smoothing
algorithm of particular interest is the so-called fixed time lag, fixed interval
smoother [27 ]. The fixed time lag means that only the estimates at time
t-T D are computed as the current time, t, advances. The fixed interval means
that the data interval is fixed rather than extending all the way to the
initial time. Usually the fixed interval is taken symmetric with respect to
the reference time, t-T D.
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Appendix C derives a proposed recursive fixed time lag, fixed inter-
val smoothing algorithm based on a linear three states Newtonian dynamic
m_del. Appendix D derives a proposed nonlinear smoother algorithm based
on a circular-arc trajectory dynamics model. It incoporates a parameter
identification subalgorithm based on the bank-of-Kalman-filters idea.
Readers are referred to the Appendices for detail.
During the course of this study, these algorithms were implemented
to test their applicability. The following comments pertain to this effort.
(i) The recursive algorithm experienced a numerical stability
problem. One cause of this problem was thought to
be the fact that the closed form poles (i.e., eigen-
values of the system matrix, F, in Eq. (C.27) are all i.
Howewer, a semirecursive least-square smoother algorithm
based on Eqs (C.13), (C.23), and (C.8) did not experience
numerical instability problems. In this approach, the 3x3
matrix inverse may be precomputed and stored.
(il) Because of the modeling errors during the turn maneuver,
the usable smoothing interval was 7-11 sec, (i.e., half
intervals of 3-5 sec at the nominal error levels). With
these short smoothing intervals, the estimates were not
much more accurate than the fixed gain filtering algorithm.
(ill) Two methods to use nonlinear interpolation algorithms were
attempted as described in Appendix D. One was based on
Fig. D-l, and the other was a linear least squares id-
entification algorithm based on Eq (D.II).
(iv) Because of the dynamic delay problem associated with the
step change in turn-rate, _, the smoothing interval was
short compared to the linear case.
(v) Major problems associated with the bank-of-Kalman-filters
decision process (Fig. D-I) were that the individual rms
error distribution had more than one local minima. Further-
more, these minimum rms errors showed substantial random
nature from sample to sample.
(vi) The effort to identify the unknown coefficient (cos _A) in
the auto regressive equation (D.II) using a standard
technique [28] was not effective. The sensor did not
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provide sufficient precision to identify the value of
cos _ - 0.9986 for _ = 3°/sec. In order to obtain the
statistical precision of this order, one would have to
use thousands of measurements during which _ would have
changed.
The basic conclusions from the smoother study are two: (I) smoothing
algorith_is are of limited value for the CDTI applications, and (2) it is not
possible to estimate (filtering or smoothing) _Lc turn rate from the TCAS
measurements. Compared to the previous results on the position and velocity
estimates based on the Mode S ground sensor [3], the possibility of obtaining
usable turn rate estima=e is very small for the TCAS sensor. The differences
are 0.04 vs 1° bearing error magnitudes and 4.6 vs 1 sec sampling times for
the ground-based system and the TCAS.
From the data storage point of view, to generate the past T D = 60 sec
history dots at 4 sec apart, the smoother algorithm required substantially
more memory--at least 280 cells compared to 60 cells for the filtering algorithm.
For the filterin_ algorithm, the target x y position and velocity estimates (with
respect to the underlying map) need to be stored every 4 sec. For the smoothing
algorithm (assuming a i0 dots ahead and i0 behind algorithm), the last 70
sec worth of relative range and bearing measurements as well as pseudo x y
measurements need to be stored. The relative range and hearing are used to
compute measurement error covariances. The computational requirement for
implementing the smoother algorithm is an additional load.
C0ncludlng R_marks
In general, the CAS logic requires a higher accuracy in state estimates
as compared to the CDTI applications. The difference is functional. TCAS
must generate an advisory the pilot may follow based on the available
information, whereas CDTI provides an information base to the pilot
so that he can make decisions, thus, the former is more tactlcal whereas
the latter is more strategic. As such, the TCAS function can be gauged in
a quantitative manner--for example, the threat detection reliability can be
related to the estimation accuracy. On the other hand, the measure of merits
for the CDTI functions are from the pilot utility viewpoint. Thus, for the
CDTI applications, the estimation accuracy analysis is relative (in the sense
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of human factors research) rather than absolute. It is the subjective opinion
of this author that a reasonable and accurate traffic sensor (say, one with
less than 6 '° bearing error) would provide an accurate enough strategic
information base to the pilot.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this report various TCAS sensor estimation problems were examined
from the viewpoint of CDTI and CAS applications. The enhanced TCAS II de-
signed by Bendix was used as the traffic sensor basis; however, parts of the
analysis are also appllcable to the minimum TCAS II traffic sensor. Three
problem areas were investigated - horizontal x-y, range and altitude estimation.
The insight obtained from this study is summarized below.
In Chapter II, horizontal x and y estimation algorithms were developed
and analyzed concerning two main factors - signal configuration and filter gain
selection. By signal configuration is meant any additional information available
for complementing the basic TCAS measurement of range and bearing. Own and target
accelerations (or differential velocities) were selected as generic complementa-
tion signals. The target acceleration signals were assumed to be cross-llnked
via Mode S data llnk. Three filter configurations were developed based on three
combinations of different signals. These were (1) non-alded; (2) Own data-
aided; and (3) Own and Target data-aided.
Three gain selection methods were developed and discussed for each con-
figuration - fixed gains, Kalman filter gains, and table-look-up gains. (The
current Bendix TCAS uses the fixed gain, non-aided configuration algorithm.)
Performance analysis data were obtained with respect to TCAS sensor noise level,
TC_S surveillance interval, and Own and Target maneuvers using Monte Carlo
simulation method. Based on the "raw" error performance statistics, the following
conclusions are appropriate:
(i) Combination of the Own and Target data-aided configuration and
the Kalman gain updating exhibited the best results;
(ii) Own data-aiditl 8 helped when the relative accelerations were due
to Own maneuver; however, this was not always true when Target
and Own maneuvered;
(Ill) Non-alded configuration had good performance when the underlying
kinematics were rectilinear. It developed large and sustained
velocity errors, if Own or Target maneuvered: and
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(iv) Monitoring the measurement residuals for sustained (bias)
errors is necessary to know when not to use the estimates.
Also, see Conclusion (vi) below.
In Chapter Ill, several range filter algorithms were ana]yzed. These
are range and range rate estimated based on (1) non-aided horizontal filter;
(2) Own and Target data-alded horizontal filter; (3) two state u8 tracker;
and (4) three state range square aBy tracker. Performance analysis data
were obtained for each algorithm wi_h respect to TCAS sensor noise levels
and encounter geometries using the Monte Carlo simulation method. Four
scenarios - were selected to simulate collision encounters: tall chase, route
crossing, and head-on and parallel turn-in. Based on the "raw" estimation
performance data, the following conclusions are appropriate:
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
The aided configuration showed the best performance in all
cases. The estimation errors were similar in magnitude re-
gardless of the encounter geometry. The errors were pro-
portional to the measurement error levels:
The non-aided configurations were better than the other two
range only estimators (the range u8 and the range square _7
trackers) except the parallel turn-ln encounter. The diffi-
culty was the large and sustained mean range rate error
caused by the filter dyramic delay;
The range square filter performed credibly for rectilinear
encounters. However, this may be due to the gains being
too low; and
The range a8 filter suffered fzom the nonlinear behaviour
of range at or near the minimum range even for rectilinear
encounter cases. It exhibited very quick recoveries due
to its high gain nature; however, due to the very same nature,
it passed a large portion of the high frequency noise
achieving less signal smoothing than other filters.
In Chapter IV, the vertical estimation problems were addressed.
main concern was the treatment of the 100 ft quantized Mode C altitude
The
reports. A new algorithm called the Level Switching Time (LST) filter was
designed for this purpose. It was investigated extensively comparing its
results with those of an a8 tracker with non-quantized altitude input using
Monte Carlo simulation. The a8 tracker is used to obtain Own altitude and
altitude rate estlma', .. Thus, it represents the best performance possible
without complementing it with other signals _uch as vertical acceleration.
The following conclusions apply to this chapter:
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(ix)
(x)
(xi)
If the altitude additive noise is correlated rather than
independent, the basic aB tracker algorithm needs to be
modified;
The LST tracker performance is very credlble considering that it must
work with the I00 ft Mode C quantlzation. In a low to medium rate
(5 - 20 fps) regime the steady state LST estimates are smoother.
In the high speed regime (- 60 fps), the LST estimates are some-
what inferior. The peak mean errors caused by the time delay due
to the i00 ft quantizatlon are larger;
The basic dynamic delay problem with the LST tracker remains
the fundamental problem. Compared to the a8 tracker, the delay
represents an extra - 20 sec at 5 fps and - 6 sec at 60 fps.
However, this may be a limit which cannot be solved by algorithmic
considerations alone. For example, it may require a cross-llnk or
other signals such as the vertical acceleration.
Various estimates are used to calculate dynamic parameters for other ap-
plications. In Chapter V, the "raw" estimation performance statistics were
used to infer impacts to selected CAS and CDTI applications. These applications
include:
Surveillance Function
range sampling schedule;
altitude sampling schedule;
Collision Avoidance Logic
range closure time;
relative altitude projection;
one vs two dimensional horizontal threat detection;
Cockpit Display Applications
bearing errors;
target prediction vector.
Both linear error analysis and Monte Carlo simulation methods are used to
draw technical conclusions. Additionally, smoothing (as opposed to filtering)
algorithms were investigated for an active CDTI mode application. The algorithms
are developed in Appendices C and D. The following conclusions are tentative
to the extent that the 3tatlstical base is limited.
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¢(xii)
(xiii)
(xlv)
(xv)
The next surveillance schedule time computations based on
either range rate or altitude rate (LST) estimates were
affected very little. The maximum deviation was 22% for
the range s8 tracker results with the four times the nominal
noise level. However, the results are applicable to estl-
mates generated with 1 sec sampling interval only;
For the range closure time (tau) computation, all the
tracker configurations performed well for rectilinear
encounter kinematics. The worst was 6.5 sec (22% of 30
sec protection time) error for the a8 tracker for the
head-on encounter case when the measurement noise was
four times the nominal. For this case, 34% of the time,
threat warning would be delayed 6.5 sec.
The closure time errors were 4.2 to 6.3 sec for the parallel
turn-in case for all except the aided tracker configuration.
"Half" of the errors were attrlbutable to the dynamic delay.
Therefore, this error would be sustained for the duration of
the maneuver;
The closure time errors would be larger during the initial
transient period. This implies that the CAS protection
would not be reliable for pop-ups;
The error in projected relative altitude 30 sec into fut_,re
could be less than 200 ft for steady climb rates for Own and
target and between 240 to 880 ft during the maneuver transients.
Compared to the altitude separation threshold of 850 ft, the
former error magnitude would be satisfactory and the latter
would not;
If the combined (Own and target) low frequency error (bias,
scale factor, or drift) is 200 ft or larger, then the vertical
threat assessment accuracy becomes marginal;
Two dimensional (x and y) threat assessment test was found to
be superior compared to the one dimensional (range only) test;
for the head-on encounter case, the threat assessment using the
horizontal mlss-distance was 100% accurate at the range of 2.7
nmi (30 sec to CPA) for the nominal measurement noise level. The
reliability dropped to 65% for the non-alded tracker if the
noise level was four times the nominal;
The threat assessment became more accurate as the range became
closer;
y,.
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(xvi) For the CDTI applications, relative bearing should be computed
within the stabilized local level reference frame. If this is
not done with the TCAS sensor, this should be done using an
onboard (navigation) computer. The error could be as large
as 5 deg for the Own roll attitude of 20 deg;
(xvil)
The non-aided configuration velocity errors in terms of ground
speed and heading were quite large for the CDTI station keeping
task. This is true for a maneuvering lead aircraft. The errors
ranged from 23-51 kt rms for the ground speed, and 5-20 deg rms
for the heading as the noise level was increased to four times
the nominal;
The above numbers translated to 0.6 - 2 nmi rms excursions of
the tip of the 60 sec target prediction vector;
For generating the prediction vector with non-alded f11ter
conflguratlon, the range and bearing errors should be better
than _+ 150 ft (_io) and _+ 2 deg (_io), respectively, if the
underlying kinematics are rectilinear.
Basic conclusions from the smoother algorithm study effort are two:
(xviii) Smoothing algorithms are of limited value for the CDTI ap-
plications. This is because the smoothing algorithms were
limited to operate on relatively short intervals due to the dy-
namic (turn) consideration; and
It is not possible to estimate turn rate from tl,e TCAS measure-
ments. The signal-to-noise ratio is too high for the required
precision.
b
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APPENDIX A
Brief Functional Descripticn
of
Enhanced TCAS II Traffic Sensor
NASA Langley Research Center is pursuing a research effort con-
cerning the Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI) concept.
The CDTI is a device which presents information to the pilot and crew
depicting the status of surrounding traffic including position and
velocity states. The traffic information is provided by a "traffic
sensor." Because there seems to be no official impetus to develop a
CDTI traffic sensor per se at this time, an experimental sensor must
be developed based on related systems which are currently being developed.
The FAA developed Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
comes closest to fulfilling various CDTI research needs.
TCAS is strictly an airborne system which provides the aircraft
separation protection information independent of the ground ATC system.
The FAA plans call for developing two types of TCAS -- TCAS I and TCAS II.
Within each category, a certain latitude in capability is allowed to
satisfy a wide spectrum of user requirements. The enhanced TCAS II which
is capable of obtaining relative bearing measurements between the protected
(Own) and surrounding aircraft (Target) may be able to support CDTI applica-
tions. There are two designs in this enhanced TCAS II category. One design
developed by MIT/Dalmo Victor is based on the so-called active Beacon
Collision Avoidance System (BCAS). The other developed by Bendix is based
on the so-called full BCAS concept. Table A-I shows the over-all perfor-
mance and operational characteristics of these two systems.
The enhanced TCAS II is capable of range and bearing (in addition to
the encoded altitude) measurements with a medium degree of accuracy to the
extent that a more sophisticated CDTI type dlsplay or horizontal collision
avoidance logic may be supported. Table A-2 shows the consensus of engineering
opinion indicating the TCAS functional breakdown and bearing accuracy.
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Table A-2 Functional Breakdown of TCAS II
vlth respect to Bearing Accuracy
Enhanced
TCA$ II
Bearing Accuracy
(deg)
4-8
Fun ct ion
o Vertical Resolution
(bearing modified)
o l_I or CDTI
o Rorlzontal and
Vertical Resolution
o CDTI
In the subsequent sections of this appendix, a brief functlonal
description of the FAA/BendLxenhanced TCAS II traffic sensor is given.
This type of system semns to be more suitable for the CDTI applications
in terms of coverage volume, accuracy and versatillty.
Coordinate Systems Two coordinate systems are IJnportant in TCAS
sensor geometry. One is a north referenced local level coordinate system
attached to the Own fuselage at the antenna. The other is the orthogonal
coordinate system attached to the antenna plane, i.e., the aircraft body
reference system. Figure A-1 depicts the transformation geometry •
The relative bearing is measured with respect to the latter reference
(the relative range is coordinate free); whereas the relative position
(say, north-east-down) is measured in the local level system.
Using the conventional definition of Euler body angles _, 0 and _,
the transformation from the local-level to Own body sxis (TBL_ is given by
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RT. WING
÷Z
DOWN
Figure A-1. TCAS Geometry
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w------rap
I_ cec_ cgs_ -s81
TBL- c_bs_ + s_sgs_ c_bc_ + s_bses_ s_bc8
sCs_ + cCsec_ -s_c_ + c_ses_ c_,ce.J
(A.1)
Using this transformation, relative north-east-down position vector to a
target aircraft transforms to that of body axis as
-TBL
L zB3
(A.2)
And the relative bearing and elevation angles to the target are given by
-i
b " tan (_yB/AXB)
-1
= tan "'tAZB/Ar) •e
(A.3)
T%rget Track Establishment The function of establishing the target
track consists of two subfunctions: relative position measurement and
the associated target correlation. The position measurement refers to
the actual RF (Radio Frequency) activities between Own's transmitter/
receiver and Target's transponders and the subsequent signal processing to
extract the position measurement. The correlation process, also referred
_o as the track acquisition or establishment, establishes the corres-
pondence betwe,_-n a set of measurements and a particular tracked aircraft.
The surveillance process begins by the TCAS transmitting 1030 MHz
interrogation signals and by receiving 1090 MHz repl_es from nearby
transponders (Mode A, ATCRBS or Mode S) or by listening for Mode S squitter
or air-to-ground transmission signals at 1090 MHz. The positional measure-
ments are they computed by the internal signal processor as follows:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
range--by the time duration between the interrogation and
the corresponding reply reception, accounting for the
transponder delay;
bearing--by computing the angle-of-arrival from the phase
distribution among several antennas; and
altitude--by decoding the Hode C altitude code contained in
the reply. (For a Hods A only target, this will be non-
existent.)
The surveillance characteristics of the BX TCAS are somewhat similar
to that of the gr_md based Mode S beacon sensor. Because a large number
of transmitters in a small locale will cause interference resulting in
synchronous garble, fruit or false squitter detection, there are three
techniques (in addition to the mono-pulse technique) to overcome the
high density problem. One is the interrogation antenna directivity; the
second is the so-called "whisper/shout" signal power level sequencing;
and the other is the interrogation rescheduling if a reply is missed or
garbled. The antenna beam width is 22½ deg; however, by repeating the
transmission four times and each time sliding the beam center by 5.625 deg,
the effective beam wtdth becomes 5.625 deg. The beam pointing and
rescheduling as well as several leve]_ of whisper/shout power sequencing
are controlled by lntez,,al digital processors based on the internal track
file, Own aircraft orientation, and ATCRBS/Hode S transponder mix. The
task is facilitated by the fact that the beam is "stabilized" with respect
to roll, pitch and yaw attitude angles.
It is simple to track Mode S equipped aircraft because of the uniquely
assigned discrete address in the reply format (which is also stored in
the TCAS unit). The task of correlating between the measurements and the
tracked aircraft is not as simple if the target is Mode C or Hods A equipped.
Also, for the narrow beam system (BX TCAS), the correlation process is
simpler thav for the oumi-directional system, because the number of replies
corresponding to an interrogation is generally much smaller. However, even
the narrow beam width and the reschedulin8 capability present problems if
two or more aircraft are clustered in close proximity.
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A "gating" technique ia used for the purpose of separating targets.
If the current measurement falls within certain threshold values (which
define the gate) of an aircraft in the track file, then the measurement is
assigned to that aircraft, and the corresponding track file is updated.
If the measurement does not correspond perslstently (5-10 sec) within a
gate to any existing aircraft in the track file_ then a new track file is
started for that aircraft. Conversely, if none of the measurements con-
slstantly correspond to an aircraft in the filep then that aircraft is
judged outside the beam reach, and hence, it is deleted from the track file.
Coverage Volume and Interrogation Scheduling Logic The Own pro-
tected airspace provided by the system is physically limited because of
the device's power ou:put limitation. Also, the beam pattern due to the
antenna configuration comes into play, especially for the vertical coverage.
The maximum beam reach is estimated to be 35 nmi; this is at the highest
sensitivity level. Within this distance, the 1030 MHz transmission
signals can be distinguished from the ambient radio frequency (RF) noise
with a certain reliability. On the other hand, the vertical limitation
is due to the e._vation beam shape. The mounted antenna assembly is
designed to provide coverage of approximately five (5) deg below and 23 deg
above the antenna plane. The system may or may not include a similar
antenna assembly located at the bottom of the fuselage.
To limit unnecessary RF activity, especially in a high traffic density
area, the Bendix system relies on an "artificial" boundary genprated by the
beam control microprocessor. The volume is dynamically computed and is
defined by the relative range and Own altitude. In the Case of Mode A
only transponder, the range define_ the volume. Furthermore, the volume
is subdivided into two regions - "acquisition" and "track".
The acquisition region is provided mathematically by
j
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Arac q , and IAhl _ Ahac q .
Here 8rac q is the (acquisition) range threshold (nominally 25 nmi), and
Ahac q is the altitude threshold (nominally 6000 ft).
The track region is provided mathematically by
Ar _ Artr k , and IAh] _ Ahtr k .
Here Artr k is the (track) range threshold which is computed dynamically,
and Ahtr k is the altitude threshold given by
Ahtr k " 3750 + l zl • 45 (ft) . (A.4)
The quantity Artr k is determined based on the relative bearing as well as
Own ground speed and altitude. The equations for this term are given by
Nax{5 nmi,(% cos b + 250)T + Ar )
S
Artr k- Max{5 nmi,(_ 0 cos b + i0/20 + IO0)T+Ar s}
_Nax{10 nmi,(V 0 cos b + 600)T+Ar s}
Here,
^
V0 -
T -
b -
S
Zo _ 3000 ft,for
< i0000 ft,3000 < z° _
for Zo _ i0000 ft
(A.5)
Own altitude, in ft,
Own ground speed, in kt,
"closure" time constant = 1/80 hr = 45 sec, and
relative bearing with respect to Own's body axes
-1
tan (AyB/AXB)
1.65 _m£
Figures A-2 show the track regions corresponding to three Own ground speeds
at three Own altitude levels.
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4
Figure A-2a. Range Track Region for V0 = 150 kt
at Various Own Altitude.
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!
-15
I
15 nmi
Figure A-2b. Range Track Regions for V0 ffi 300 kt
at Various Own Altitude.
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,-4
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15 nmi
Figure A-2c. Range Track Region for V0 - 600 kt
at Various Own Altitude.
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The antenna pointing controll_r module schedules the interrogation
and reception timing (i.e., surveillance scheduling.) The surveillance
operation depends on two factors. One is the transponder type - Mode C
or Node S. The other is the operatlonal mode - _earch/acqulsltion or
track. The antenna dwell at a given azimuth angle is divided into one
passive and three active processes. The active ones include: (a) ATCRBS
transmissions to search for ne-_ targets (targets which are not in the
internal track file); (b) ATCRBS transmissions for tracking existing
targets (existing in the internal track file); and (c) Hode S trans-
missions for tracking Hode S equipped targets. The passive process
consists of possibly listening for Mode S squitters or Mode S replies
to ground interrogations.
The time interval between the ATCRBS search interrogations is
computed according to the formula:
I 3600 Ar s 1k s = rain 16 sec, VMa x + VoCOSb ,i
(A.6)
where
VHa x = maximum allowed target speed,
I 250 kt,
Zo 3000 + 250 kt,
2O
600 kt,
< 3000 ft
3000 < _-0 < lO,O00 ft,
Zo >- lO,OOO ft,
(A.7)
and the other variables have been previously defined.
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I:i The ATCRBS track interrogations are made for those targets lying
inside the track volume, i.e.,
r _ Artr k .AND. [Ah I _ Ahtr k •
The ATCRBS track interrogation time interval, AtT, is computed based on
the predicted relative motion of the target. It is given by the formula
_t T = _mx {1 sec, mtn {tl, t 2, t3, 8 set}} (A. 8)
Here
tI = the number of seconds it will take the target to move
3 deg in bearing,
t2 =
t3 --
the number of seconds it will take the target to move
i000 ft in range,
the number of seconds it will take the target to move
250 ft in altitude.
When a new Mode S target is detected by squitter listening, it is
interrogated. If it is within 25 nmi, a track is initiated. Mode S
equipped targets inside the track volume are interrogated at the same
rate as if they were ATCRBS targets. Those targets which are outside of
the volume but within 25 nm_ of Own are tracked aZ a regular interval
of 8 sec.
If a target (either ATCRBS or Mode S equipped) is closer thm 6000 ft
or if it has been declared a preliminary threat by the threat detection
logic, the target track update rate Is 1 sec.
If replies are missing under repeated interrogation of a tracked
target, the track is dropped. In addition, ATCRBS tracks will be dropped
when their coasted position (position extrapolated by dead reckoning)
lles outside of the track volume. A )_de S track will be dropped when
the expected range is greater than 25 nml.
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Measurement Accurac), The error charac_.eristics for the BX TCAS
in an actual operational environment are virtually unknown. The following
characteristics are inferred and represent a consensus of the immediate
engineering community. (A proto-type model has been in flight tests
since January 1984.)
Because the interrogation/reply process of this unit is similar
to the Mode S ground sensor, it is reasonable to assume that the range
error could be as accurate at _ 50 ft (_Io). A standard deviation of
75 ft (_io) is assumed for the simulation.
The bearing error depends on the sharpness of the directional
beam and the internal clocking device. It also depends on the reflec-
tion (multi-path) characteristics from various parts of the target
aircraft fuselage. The consensus value for this error is between _ 0.6
and _ 2 deg (_Io_ A standard deviation of _ I deg (_Io) is assumed.
The i00 ft quantization due to the encoding procees dominates the
altitude error. Twenty-five (25) feet seems to be a reasonable standard
deviation number for the high frequency error; however, low frequency
drift bias or scale factor errors could be substantial with
up to a _ 4% scale factor error not being uncommon.
Estimation Al_orithms The basic measurements obtained by the
TCAS surveillance function are relative range, relative bearing and
pressure altitude above MSL. The relative bearing is referenced with
respect to the antenna plmle which is attached to the Own fuselage.
The pressure altitude is obtained from the encoding altitude report.
To perform its primary function of monitoring the threat situation and
of avoiding collision, the estimation algorithms are used to derive
position and velocity estimates. Therefore, the CAS application dic-
tates the estimation algorithm requirements.
In order to support the horizontal as well as vertlcal resolution
capabillties, the BX TCAS requires the position and velocity estimates
in three dimensions. To achieve the estimation accuracy, it operates
with a north referenced local level coordinate system attached to Own's
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fuselage. The body referenced range and bearing measurements are trans-
formed to north-east x and y components using the direction cosine matrix
computed from the roll, pitch and yaw attitude angles provided by an
on-board inertial navigation system. The resulting "raw" Ax and Ay
positions are used to derive the position and velocity estimates using a
simple a8 tracker algorithm.
Equations for the standard a8 tracker algorithm are given below
for the x axis. Equations for the y-axis are identical.
t
x = _ + Ax n , (prediction)
p,n n
= x - x (innovation)
Xn+l m,n+l p,n '
Xn+l = x + - 'p,n aXn+l
^ ^
Xn+ I = Xn + (8/A) Xn+l '
(position update)
(velocity update)
(A.9)
where A is the time elapsed since the last valid measurement; and a and 8
are tracker gains. The values of the u and B gains are tuned to compensate for
the variable sampling periods. The following table lists the values.
Table A-3. a and B Gain Values
At
sec
S
I 2
0.25 0.37
.066 .175
0.465
.3
0.53
.431
5
0.58
.565
0.62
.685
7
0.645
• 886
0.665
.91
for the purpose of the surveillance function, a very low gain ver-
tical tracker is used. The outputs are used essentially for the target
correlation process. Within the collision avoidance logic, the vertical
estimates are obtained by means of a non-linear filter based on the
MIT designed Level Occupancy Time tracker algorithm.
Figure A-3 is a block diagram showing the inputs to the filters
and their output to the CDTI processor.
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APPENDIX B
Aircraft Dynamic Node]_
For the purpose of simulation study, the aircraft dynamic models for
both Own and other traffic need to be chosen cerefully. Our basic model
requirements are as follows:
Ca) it is simple enough for efficient computation;
Cb) it includes the attitude orientation effect;
Cc) it preserves the kinematics; and
(d) it represents low frequency dynamics.
Point Ca) needs no explanation. Point Cb) is due to the fact that
TCAS measurements (range and bearing relative to Own) are with respect to
the antenna plane fixed to Own fuselage. (Altitude measurement is with
respect to the mean sea level via pressure altimeter.) For example,
relative bearing depends not only on Own yaw angle but also on the roll
and pitch angles. Furthermore, the oriemtation effect must preserve the
kinematic relationship (point (c)), e.g., a roll angle of 15 deg at
200 knot should result in a circular arc trajectory of radius 2.2 nmi
at a 1.5 deg/sec turn rate.
Because the basic sampling rate is no faster than one second, higher
frequency dynamic modes are washed out by the sampling effect. Therefore,
-i
only low frequency dynacics of less than 1 sec need to be included.
These modes include the aircraft pitch and roll inner-loop closure and the
throttle actuator dynamics.
A point mass, seven state, three axes model was chosen which has been
successfully applied in similar studies in the past. The model is based
on the inner-loop closure for pitch and roll axes and a simple airspeed
select/hold law. Representative first order system dynamics are assumed
between the commands Cpitch, roll or airspeed com_mnds) and the response
Cpitch, roll or airspeed). Figure B-I shows the model block diagram
with various authority and rate limits inserted at appropriate Junctures.
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The model is almost decoupled except that the pitch error (O - 8 ) is
c
cross-fed into the airspeed axis. This takes into account the difference
between the relatively short pitch response time and the relstivaly long
airspeed response time. The corresponding dynamic equations are given in
Table B-l, and typical model parameter values are listed in Table B-2.
The values are thought to be representative of clvll aircraft in normal
operat ion.
BQ_
F
Some of the advantages of the above model over the classical model
based on linearlzed aerodynamic forces and moments are:
I)
2)
3)
number of state vazlables is smaller;
nominal conditions for linearization need not be considered; and
the model assumzs a stable Inner-loop, _,e., there is no need
to design a control system.
The currenL simulation program has a provision of generating up to
forty (40) aircraft including Own. The "guidance" commands _c' 8c and V c
are generated in a deterministic way via a table look-up procedure. For
example, the jth aircraft roll command, #c,J' at time t is determined by
the following logic.
If (tR, j _ t _ tR,j_ I) then Cdes,J ÷ _c,J
where the switching times, {tR,j} , and the desired roll attitudes, {@des,j}
are predetermined and stored in arrays. The other two axes are treated
similarly. In this way, the model aircraft can simulate traffic with
realistic dynamics. One disadvantage of this approach, however, is that
the aircraft are not controlled in the 3-D oc 4-D guidance sense. That is,
the aircraft will not follow a predetermined track with respect to a fixed
coordinate system. If such a capability is desired, the guidance commands
must be generated according to the position error from a 3-D (or 4-D) path.
0
!
The dynamic equations are integrated every 0.5 sec using the
trapezoidal rule.
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Table B-I. Aircraft Model Dynamic Equations
roll eqn:
d _ l _M
d-_ _ ]] = [['__ (_c - _)_
yaw eqn:
pitch eqn:
airspeed eqn:
d g- tand-_ _ = v
a
d V
dt a
8M
(g = gravity constant
= 32.17 ft/sec 2)
8M1
[[_e (ec - e)]]
[[_I (vc _ Va) + g (e - ec)]]a
=V m
x eqn:
d
-- X
dt
= V cos$ + W
a x
y eqn: d sin_ + Wd-_ y = Va Y
z eqn : d tanOd-_ z = Va
wind eqn: W '= W COSOX
W = W sino
Y
Note 1 :
Note 2:
Note 3:
d aL
d--t(')_ means that the integral (-) is limited
in magnitude to aL .
aL
(.)_ means that (.) is limited In magnitude to a L.
aL
[[(.)]] means that (.) is limited to aL maximum
a£
and a£ minimum.
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Table B-2. Typical Model Parameters
Time Constant Authority Rate
Axis
(sec) Limit Limit
Roll 3 _ 30 deg _ i0 deg/sec
Pitch 1.5 + 15 deg + i0 deg/sec
1.5 knot/sec
Airspeed 6
-i.0 knot/sec
I
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APPENDIX C
Recurslve Algorithm for Fixed-lnterval Smoothing
Smoothin 8 Matrix Definitions
Given the measurement data
{y(nA) = Yn : n = -N, _N+I,..,N },
the problem is to find the function value of x
n
second derivatives at t=0.
and its first and
Y
/ f
-_ : Time
Figure C.I. Sketch of Smoothing Interval.
Under the assumptions s_.ated below, a semi-recursive algorithm can be found
for the solution. It is given by the form
= [Yn + N+I] (C.1)
where _ and r__are precomput_ble matrices.
assumptions
This is based on the following
l,
2.
,
N is fixed, therefore, the number of data pox'_,t is 2N+I;
The time interval between measurement points is a fixed constant;
and
The underlying "state" equation is given by
_n+l -- ¢ x
T (C. 2)
Yn+l = n _n+l + _n+l '
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Let the measurement yn be
Yn _ y(nA) = x(nA) + _n '
n2A 2
x(O) + n_ _(o) + ----f-_(o) + _n
Then we can write
(c.3)
YN
YN-I
Yl
YO
Y-I
Y-N
I
= 1
1
1
NA N2A2/2
(N-I)A (N-I)2A2/
A A 2/2
0 0
-A A212
-NA N2A2/2
x(O)l
_(o)J +
_0
_-N
(c.4)
Let
b A= A [;(0>/x<°>/•
Az L_(O)j
(C. 5)
Then
YN-I
Y-NJ
i
1
i
N N2/2
N-I (N-I)2/2
-N N2/2
b+
__-Nj
(c.6)
or more concisely,
V = Ab+._ (C. 7)
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The least squares solution is given by the usual
[AT I-I AT E-I y ,
where _ is the measurement error covari_mce matrix, i.e.,
_ = E (&__T) .
• Also, it is well known that the matrix
p" = [AT y-i A] -I '
(c.8)
(c.9)
(c .Io)
represents the covariance of estimation error, i.e.,
P" = E (b 6T) , (C.ll)
where
l) =_ b-l)
By assuming an independent and stationary nature of the error characteristics,
we have
2
Z : o I , (C. 12)
P_" = AT A o , (C. 13)
and
b : AT A AT y . (C.14)
Note that A AT is a constant symetric matrix for fixed N.
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Computation of P Matrix
By writing out the matrix multiplication from Eq. (C.6), we have
.-I T
p = A- A = "i 1 •
NN-I.
N2 (N-l) 2
2 2
Ii i . . i
1 0 -i .-N
i 1 N2/2
. --T
'i N N2/2
i N-I (N-I)2/2
1 0 0
1 -N N2/2
2N+I
N 2
n
0
N
2
2Z n
1
0
N n2Z
i
0
I N n4
gz
1
(C.15)
By using the formula,
n=l
N(N+I)(2N+I) (c.16)
and
N
n=l
9
N (N+I) (2N+I) (3N_+3N-1)
30
(c.17)
Equation (C.15) becomes
2N+I
"-i
P 0
N(N+I)(2N+I)
N(N+I)(2N+I)
0
N(N+I)(2N+I)
6
0
N(N+I)(2N+I)(2N2+3N-I)
60
-I
(C.18)
'lakiIl_ the inverse of Eq. (C. 18) gives the covariance
O
3(3N'+3N-I)
(2N-I)(2N+I)(2N+3)
0
30
(2N-I) (2N+i) (2N+3)
p =
30
(2N-I)(2N+I)(2N+3)
N(N+I) (2N+I)
0
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N(N+I) (2N-I) (2N+I) (2N+3)
(C. 19)
Recursive Relationships
_fine the relationship
q = _y .
(c.2O)
Then, by writing out the vector equation, we get
i
qo = YN + YN-1 + "'" + Yl + Yo + Y-1 + "'" + Y-N
(C.21)
qo2 = NYN + (N-I)vN- -i + "'" + Yl -Y-I -
3 N2 (N-I) 2
qo = -2- YN + 2 YN--I "'" + Y! + Y-I
... -NY_N ,
N 2
+ "'" +-2- Y+N "
The same equations referenced at one sampling interval later are given by
i + + + Y-N+1
ql = YN+I YN "''
2 + (N-I)YN + " + Y2 Yoql = NYN+I "" - - 2yl "'"
3 N2 (N-l) 2 22
ql = -_ YN+I + 2 YN + "'" + Y2 + Ye +-2- Y-I
- NY_N+I
N 2
"" + _- Y-N+I
(C.22)
After algebraic manipulation, it is seen that the ql and qo terms are
related by
1 1
ql = qo + YN+I - y-N '
2 I 2 + (N+I)Y_Nql = -qo + qo + N YN+I
3 1 1 2 3 N2 (N+I) 2
ql = 2 qo - qo + qo +-_ YN+I 2 Y-N °
(C.23)
More concisely,
li°!][i1_i = - I Ro + N N+l<N+I)2 LP-N]
-i 2
(C.24)
. u I
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V
FromEqs. (C.13), (C.14), and (C.20), the relationship between b, P"
and q is given by
b = p'q (C. 25)
Therefore, the recursive equation for q can be transformed into a
reculsion in b, i.e.,
b--i = ....P'ql = P" (¢'_o + F'u) = p-¢-p--i _o + p'F'u I (C.26)
F b + G u I .
-- ---0
By substituting the matrix values given above, F and G are given by
F
2(2N2+2N-9) iO N(N+I) 5 N(N+I) -
(2N-I)(2N+3) (2N-I)(2N+3) 2(2N-I)(2N+3)
3 i
N(N+I) l - :
90 60 4 (N2+N+3)
N(N+I)(2N-I)(2N+3) (2N-I)(2N+3) (2N-I)(2N+3)
G
3(N-I) 3(N+2)
(2N+I) (2N+3) (2N-I) (2N+I)
3 3
(N+i) (2N+I) N (2N-+I)
30 30
(N+I)(2N+I)(2N+3) N(2N-I)(2N+I)
(C.27)
(C.28)
Now from Eq. (C. 5) ,
Thus,
&
= D x
x = [i
A
-1
A
-= D-I b
]
A 2
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(C.29)
(C. 30)
Therefore,
T
E (__x) E (D-I b byD -T) =
3(3N3+3N-I)
(2N-I) (2N+I) (2N+3)
0
-2
30 A
(2N-I) (2N+I) (2N+3)
D-I p-D -T
0
3 A-2
N (N+I) (2N+I)
O
(C.31)
30 A-2
(2N-I) (2N+I) (2N+3)
0
N(N+I) (2N-l) (2N+I) (2N+3)
Going through the transformations, the matrices _ and r of Eq. (C.I)
are calculated to be
and
[i ]___= A-I F _ ,
A-2 A 2
2(2N2+2N-9) i0 N(N+I)4
(2N-I)(2N+3) (2N-I)(2N+3)
3A-I 1
N(N+I)
90 A-2 60 a-I
N(N+I) (2N-I) (2N+3) (2N-I) (2N+3)
[l]!-- _G
4-2
5 N(N+I)A 2
2 (2N-I) (2N+3)
2
4 (N2+N+3) _
(2N-I) (2N+3)
3(N-I) 3(N+2)
(2N+I) (2N+3) (2N-I) (2N+I)
3 4-1 3 _-I
(N+I) (2N+I) N (2N+I)
30 A -2 30 4-2
(N+I) (2N+I) (2N+3)
, (e.32)
N(2N-I)(2N+I)
(C. 33)
Equations (c.l), (C. 32) and (C. 33) thus give a recursive method of determlnJng
the smoothed value of (Xn+ I, Xn+ I, Xn+l ) , given the _reviously smoothed
values (xn, xn, Xn ) plus the new measurement Yn+N+I "
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By combining Eqs. (C.3), (C.5), (C.13), and (C.19), we get the
standard deviations of the errors in (x n, x n, _n ) due to the measurement
noise. This is
= [ 3 (3N 2 + 3N-I) _/2
°x n (2N-I) (2N+I) (2N+3i o ,
• = [7 3 ]1/2Sx n N(N+I)(2N+I)
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0-- [7 180 ]x = N (N+I) (2N-I) (2N+I) (2N+3)n
If a total of m points is used for smoothing, and we wish to find the
midpoint, then we can write
m = 2N+I, or N = (m-l)/2
(C .34)
(C.35)
By substituting Eq. (C.35) into (C.34) we obtain
1/2= L4(3m2-7)[3 o ,
o
x n m(m2_4)
A2 12 ] 1/2
o- = o
Xn m(m2-1)
O.'x = [A 4 4 (180) .]n m(m2-1) (m2-4)
t/2
o . (C.36)
Remark:
One note of caution needs to be stated. The recursive algorithm given
by the above development would represent a sizable real time saving since
the associated matrices are precomputable; however, it may encounter
numerical problems due to computational error build-up. This is caused
by the fact that the "transition matrix" # has triple eigenvalues at I.
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J APPENDIX D
Finite Memory Non-Linear Interpolation
for a Circular-Arc Trajectory
This appendix briefly describes a non-llnear interpolation method
to identify the unknown turn-rate associated with a circular-arc trajectory.
This represents an extension to fixed interval smoothing for a constant
acceleration trajectory which was discussed in Appendix C. The basic
idea is to apply the fixed-interval, fixed-lag smoothing concept to a
case where the underlying system equations contain unknown parameter(s).
Basic Model Equations As mentioned elsewhere, aircraft kinematics
under a constant speed and a constant turn rate (e.g., a constant roll
angle maneuver with no wind) can be expressed very simply by
[:I (D.I)
where _ and Z are position and velocity vectors (x,y) T and (_,_)T with
respect to an earth-fixed rectangular coordinate system. (Our concern is
limited to the horizontal plane; thus, the cross-coupling between the
lateral and longitudinal/vertical dynamics is ignored.) The 2 x 2 matrix
represents the turn effect and is given by
J
It is noted that when _ = 0, Eq. (D.I) represents constant speed
rectilinear motion.
If the radar measurements are taken at a regular interval of time,
A , Eq. (D.I) can be integrated over a time interval [n_, (n+l)A].
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The resulting discrete equation is given by
where the _ and _I matrices are given by
T rc ,, ., oj
= L-s a c AJ' -Zl " _ L-I+c_A s_A '
and
c_A = cos(_) ; s_ = s_(_A) .
(D.3)
(D.4)
The radar measurements of range (r) and bearing (6) can be
expressed as
1
r = [x2 + y212 + _ ,
m r
bm = tan-l(y'x) + _5
(D.5)
where &r and _b are measurement errors assuming independent white noise
processes. By solving for the position variables, the so-called pseudo-
linear observation equations are obtained, i.e.,
or
rm cosb m _ x + _x '
rm sin 5m " y + _y ,
p = _+_ .
m -'P
(D.6)
It is noted that the "white noise" process _ is no longer independent,
--p
i.e., E(&x_y) _ O. In fact the error covariance matrix is given by
R
-1%
E x
L YJ
(D.7)
c°s2 b o2 2 2- 2
+ r sin b o b
Lcosb slnb [o2r - r2o2b]
cosb sinb [o2r - r2o2]]
sin2b 02+r r2c°s2b °2J
where o
r
error8.
and o are standard deviations for range and bearing measurement
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Auto Regressive Equation Because the pair of equations (D.3) and
(D.6) represents an observable system, the first order difference
equation in four state variables can be rewritten as a second order
difference equation in two state variables. After algebraic manipulation,
the following is obtained
 r,+l = (l + _T) - l (D.8)
Equation (D.8) is in the auto-regressive equation form. One major
advantage over the standard state space representation of Eq. (D.3) is
that Eq. (D.8) involves the state variables which are directly observable
through the measurement Eq. (D.6). That is, if _0' _I and T are known,
then _2 can be computed very simply; whereas one needs to solve for _0
and XI prior to computing_2 using Eq. (D.3).
It is noted that Eq. (D.8) can be rewritten as
•P-n+I - -P-n : T(_-n - -_-i ) ' (D.9)
which states that the current position difference is a rotation of the
previous position difference, confirming our intuition. Furthermore,
when the turn-rate, _ is O, the transformation T reduces to identity;
thus, the equation reduces to
•P-n+1 : 2 _n - -P'n-i " (D.10)
The last equation, of course, represents a straight line, constant speed
trajectory.
Further simplification is possible. For example, Eq. (D.8) can be
decoupled into two identical scalar third order difference equations of
the form
p
xn+ I : (i + 2c0)x n - (1 + 2ce)Xn_ 1 + Xn_ 2
In the following development, Eq. (D.8) is mainly utilized.
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(D.II)
Fixed-Interval, Fixed-La_ Interpolation AiKorithm Equation (D.8)
can be used to formulate a fixed-interval, fixed-lag interpolation
problem. The basic ploblem statement is: ObtaJ-- the best estimates of _0
and _I' given a set of measurements [Pkm: k = -N+l,...,N).One of the shortest
ways to derive an interpolation algorithm is to write out the relationship
between the measurements and the variables to be estimated. Thus, we
seek a set of equations of the form
k = -N+I,...,0,1,...,N. (D. 12)
Equation (D.12) can be written more compactly by using matrix notation as
follows.
where
= A(_) 0 + n ,
PNm
PN-Im
Plm
POm
D_N+I m
, n --
_p,N
_p,N-i
_p,l
_p,0
_p,-N+l
(D.13)
I
L
and
AC ) =
_Al
A-N+ 1,
 N-I
B1
(D.14)
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AWe can take advantage of a certain symmetry of the difference equation.
The backward difference equation is given by
_n-i T-I(I+T)9_ - T-I= - -- - P-,n+l '
or using the orthogonality property (T-I = _t)
_n-i = (i+_)_ n - k Pn+l (D.15)
Thus, the forward and backward equations look alike except the appearance
of the transpose. Now A(_) can be written explicitly as
A(_) =
I+T+... +T N-
i
I+... +T N
2
...
I+T
I
0
-S
• °,
- (S+... +SN-2 )
-(S+...+S N-I)
where
S _ r-I = Tt
-(T+T2+...+T N-I)
-( T +...+T N-2)
...
-T
0
I
I+S
,.,
I+S+...+S N-2
I+S+... +S N- i
(D.16)
If the rum rate, _, is known, then the optimal estimate of
is given by the usual weighted least squares solution:
!(_) = IAT(_) _r_ in I (D.17)
Here, E is the aggregate covariance matrix (assumed known) of the
measurement errors, i.e.,
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£
--n Diag [.._, --'P"_-I ''''' RI' _ ''''' R--'-N+I]
One measure of the estimation accuracy is given by the weighted rms error
1 - 2 (DlS)a(_) = Y - - _:-1 '
where
llvll-1
R
1
= [vTR-Iv] 2
Equations (D.17) and (D.18) form the basis for a non-linear inter-
polation algorithm when the turn-rate is not known. The algorithm is
motivated by the so-called bank of Kalman filter approach to the para-
meter identification/state estimation problem. The idea is depicted in
Fig. D-I which can be easily implemented in parallel micro-processor
architecture.
The past measurements and error covariance matrices are stored in
stacks of "push-down" memories which are directly accessible to each
computational module. The matrices A(_i)'s are stored in read-only
memories local to the micro-processor. Given these data sets, each
processor works on its local computation independently of others to
generate the estimate and the associated rms error. When the individual
processor finishes, the results are sent to a comparator module which
chooses a processor with the smallest rms error.
There are several advantages of the above scheme. These are:
(i) The computational structure is simple and modularized so
that additional modules can be accommodated easily;
(2) Computational speed is independent of discretlzation of the
parameter space, i.e., number of mi's; and
(3) Each processor would have an identical program. The only
distinction li_s in the values of variables in the local
read-only memories.
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One major disadvantage is that each module cannot share overhead
functions (e.g., a 4 x 4 matrix inversion routine) because it must be
essentially self-contained. However, memory requirements are becoming
less and less severe today due to technical advances in the computer
industry.
Critique In the pre_ious sections and in Appendix C, inter-
polation algorithms are developed based on certain kinematic models.
Essentially smoothed state estimates are obtained which are "lagging"
by a fixed interval of time compared to the current reference time.
Moreover, the proposed algorithms are based on the batch processing of
data spann_Ig a finite time interval. Thus, the smoothed estimates will
exhibit similar characteristics which are also encountered by filtering
problems. For example, if the time Jmterval is longer, then the high
frequency error effect on the est_nate dimlnisnes, but the error due to
an inaccurate model increases. This implies that the time interval, high
frequency error magnitude and modeling accuracy are intimately related to
the achievable smoothing accuracy. Therefore, the smoothing interval anu
dynamic model must be chosen carefully. It is well kno_ that the same
statement applies to the filtering problem if the "time interval" is
replaced by the "inverse of fJlter bandwidth (or gain)".
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_6 Abstrlct
The objectives of this project were to analyze and/or to develop estimation
algorithms for Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI) and Collision
Avoidance System (CAS) applications. The algorithms are based on actual or
projected operational and performance characteristics of an Enhanced TCAS II
traffic sensor developed by Bendix and the Federal Aviation Administration.
Three algorithm areas are examined and discussed. These are horizontal x and y,
range and altitude estimation algorithms. Raw estimation errors are quantified
using Monte Carlo simulations developed for each application; the raw errors
are the, u_ed to infer impacts on the CDTI and CAS applications. Applications
of smoothing algorithms to CDTI problems are also discussed briefly.
Technlcal conclusions are su[_arized based on the analysis of simulation results
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